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ABSTRACT 
Similarities Within Adolescent Friendship Pairs: The 
Relationship Between the Strength and Qualities of 
Friendship and Individua l s ' Ego Identity Development 
by 
James F. Aker s , Mas ter of Science 
Utah Stat e Un ivers ity, 1992 
Major Professor: Randall M. Jones 
Department: Family and Human Development 
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Current theory and research have suggested that adolescent friends 
share many similarities which range from stron9 similarities in 
sociodemographic variables to weaker correlations for personality 
characteristics. The goal of thi s study was to advance the base of 
knowledge related to similarities between fr iends by exp loring 
relationships between early adolescent ego identity status and 
friendship strength , quality, and duration . First, the Objective 
Mea sure of Ego Identity Statu s was used to test the hypothesis that 
early adolescents in reciprocally identified friendship pairs are more 
si milar in their ego identity status; no such relationship was found. 
Second , a measure designed to assess friendship qualities/strengths and 
duration lead to the conc lu s ion that t he quality/s trength and duration 
of a friendship was also not associated with identity similarities. In 
addition , in-depth interviews of a subsamp le confirmed the findings 
as sociated with the full sample paper-pencil measures . Based on these 
x 
findings, i t appears that these early adolescents select friends who 
are not likely to operate within similar identity statuses. (182 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Problem 
Friendships during adolescence are a powerful and crucial aspect 
of development (Youniss, 1980). According to Hartup (1980), it is the 
developmental equivalence of the individuals that makes adolescent 
friendships so potent. Similar ities between friends have been observed 
across several important developmental domains, such as physical, 
behavioral, psychological, and socia l attr ibutes (Berndt, 1982; Berndt 
& Perry, 1990). Yet surprisingly, Erikson's (1963, 1968) concept of 
identity formation during adolescence, as described by Marcia' s (1966) 
identity statu ses , has not been speci fically related to friendship 
similarities . 
Indirect connections between identity status and friendship have 
been suggested by several researchers. Intimacy, a commonly accepted 
quality of friendship, ha s been shown to correlate with ego identity 
status (Dyk & Adams, 1987; Orlofsky, Marcia, & Lesser , 1973). 
Simi lari ties in ego identity status are also suggested by empirically 
established s imilarities for many other aspects of friendship, 
including sociodemographic, emotional, and physical realms (Kandel, 
1978a, b) . Although the importance of friends has been recognized and 
constructs of identity have been employed widely for adolescent 
studies, the relationship between friends' identity development ha s not 
received direct invest igat ion . The lack of know ledge in this rea lm 
provides the incentive for this project. 
Rationale 
Fr iendship may be the single most important factor in an 
adolescent's transitional process from child to mature adult (Youniss, 
1980). Theoretical speculation and previous research suggest that 
friendships offer unique qualities not available in parent-adolescent 
interactions (Berndt, 1982; East, Hess, & Lerner, 1987; Hartup, 1980; 
Reisman, 1985; Youniss, 1980). Youniss (1980) has documented the 
importance of mutuality and reciprocity between friends. Clearly, 
examination of friendship is of primary value for understanding the 
adolescent's psychological growth. 
Is similarity in friends really that important for devel opme nt? 
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Emp iri cal evidence is scant for answeri ng such a question with any 
certainty. Closer friends do tend to be more s imilar (Kan del , 1978a). 
According to Epstein (1983), similarity in friends helps estab l ish a 
shared social identity, reduce interpersonal conflict, and increase 
approval and positive regard for each member of the friendship pair. 
Epstein also believes that differences between friends might be 
important in that conflict generated by differences may provide 
opportunities for learning to build better relationships and to advance 
social skills. There is reasonable cause for examining the degree of 
friend ship pair commonalities, particularly in the study of early 
ado lescent development. 
This study is motivated by recognition of the unique quality and 
importance of friendships, the potential impact of fr iendships on 
identity development, and the possibility that the flux and pliability 
of adolescence may really be the "last chance," developmentally 
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speaking, to positively impact youth. Assuming that an important goal 
of social science is related to preventative or remedial interventions, 
adolescent friendships become a vital focus. If there is to be any 
predictive power in formulating effective interventions, psychological 
dyna mi cs must be understood at the level of the individual adolescent. 
The study of interactions with friendship pairs provides a special 
window to an individual's internal processes . The friendship pair may 
itself be a va luabl e focus for intervention strategies. 
Conceptual Framework 
This study parallels the specific developmental framework of 
Erikson's (1968) psychosocial paradigm and Marcia 's (1966) 
operationalization of the fifth stage--identity formation. Development 
is a principal underlying theme to adolescence, the period of time 
initiated by puberty and indistinctly conc luded with the individual's 
sense of soc ial and economic independence from caretakers. Powerful 
hormonally mediated physical and psychological changes occur during 
puberty (Malina, 1990; Rees & Trahms, 1989). Likewise, important 
cognitive advances foster the development of formal operations, thus 
enabling the adolescent to consider alternate perspectives in 
interpersonal actions (Piaget, 1965). Socially, the adolescent is 
faced with changes in the expectancies of family members that arise 
from family development (Collins, 1990). 
The specific focus for this study was the developmental "task" of 
identity formation during adolescence (Erikson, 1968), the major link 
between child and adulthood and an ongoing process in an individual's 
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psychosoc ial devel opment . Because self-report instruments involving 
per ceptions were the primary source of data for this study, concepts of 
symboli c interactionism were considered. While symbolic interactionism 
is not explicitly addressed throughout the body of this report, it 
seems clear that all responses considered as data are subject to the 
constraints of an individual's own perceptions of his or her private 
world. 
Definitions 
Salient concepts are many and varied in the realm of ego identity 
and friendship. Concepts defined for this project were only those that 
were measured. These factors were defined conceptually in congruence 
with their operationalizations (given in Chapter III) . 
Early Adolescent. A person in the period between the onset of 
puberty and age eighteen. 
Friend. A person of the same sex who is especially liked and who 
reciprocates in kind. A friend is one who is trusted, intimate, 
provides help and support, is loyal, and enjoys common activities and 
interests. Friends have a mutual admiration . They are uncomfortable 
with direct competition and have le ss conflict. To share emotionally 
and materially is a hallmark of friendship. 
Friendship . The state of being friends, a dyadic relationship of 
individuals who like each other. 
Friendship duration. The time that a pair of individuals have 
been friends or the length of a previous friendship. 
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Perceived friendship strengt h/gua lity (FSQ). The characteri stics , 
quality, and depth of a friendship as perceived by the designated 
respondent . Strength is indicated by (a) t he direct perceived sense 
that the frie nd ship can be described as "strong " and (b) the perce ived 
presence and intensity of the characteris tics given in the definition 
of a f rie nd . Intimacy, commona l i t y, mutual he lp , loyalty , time 
together, low confl ict, t rust, reciprocity, and support summarize key 
elements for t he sense of t he strength of a friendship. 
Identity level (IOL) . The strength of characteri sti cs for each of 
the identity class ifi cat ions based on Marc ia 's (1966) definitions for 
ego identity st atuses . 
1. Achievement--Relative degree of commitment and prior 
exploration of alternative choices . 
2. Mo ratori um--Relative degree of exp loration of poss ible choices 
and concurrent lack of commitment to anyone. 
3. Foreclosure--Relative degree of commitment that is based on 
little or not exploration of alternatives. 
4. Oiffusion--Relati ve degree of non-engagement in active 
exploration of choices, lack of any commitment, and no interest in 
exploration nor commitment. 
Identity status (IDS). Membership in one of the identity status 
classifications given above. Identity status represents the identity 
classification that is predominate for an individual. 
Research Goals/Objectives/Questions 
The goal of this study was to advance the base of knowledge 
related to similarities between friends and the development of ego 
identity in adolescence. Specific research questions explored were: 
1. Is there similarity between the identity classification levels 
(IOL) of friends? 
2. Are identity level (IOL) profiles of friends different than 
those of non-friends? 
3. Is there a similarity between the identity statuses (IDS) of 
friends? 
4. Does the strength/quality (FSQ) of a friendship predict 
identity level (IOL) similarities of the individuals? 
s. Are friends more similar in their identity levels (IOL) if 
their friendship duration has been greater? 
6. Does the strength of friendship relate to the duration of a 
friendship? 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Defining Characteristics and Qualities of Friendship 
Youniss (1980) pointed to intimacy, mutuality, and reciprocity as 
key elements of adolescent friendship. Berndt and Perry (1990) 
concluded that mutual liking, mutual assistance , and frequent 
interactions are the core defining concepts for middle childhood and 
early adolescent friendship. They also concluded that intimacy, 
support, loyalty, sharing, and low competitiveness are important 
qualities of close friendships. In comparison, Bukowski, Newcomb, and 
Hoza (1987) listed communality, help/support, and intimacy as the main 
characteristics of friendship; while Hartup (1989) emp hasized 
reciprocity and commitment. Although these terms may be 
interchangeable, the development of a standard taxonomy has not 
occurred. 
Friendship Contributions to Development 
Both theory and research suggest that friendships offer unique 
qualities not available in parent-adolescent interactions (Berndt, 
1982; East et al., 1987; Hartup, 1980; Reisman, 1985; Youniss , 1980). 
Simil ar friends help establish a shared social identity, reduce 
interpersonal conflict, and increase the friends' approval and posi tive 
regard for each other (Epstein, 1983). Reisman (1985) and East et al. 
(1987) cite growing evidence that having no friends during adolescence 
i s predictive of "socia l incompetence " an d "ma ladjustment " in 
adulthood. This evidence supported the value of friend ships and a lso 
raised question s about how the specia l qualities of friendships 
facilitate healthy development. 
The unique characteristics sha red by friends may be most closely 
related to issues of development triggered by puberty. The onset of 
puberty marks the beginning of possibly the most radical developmental 
period that an individual ever exper iences and also remembers . 
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Profound physical and cognit i ve changes (Malina, 1990; Rees & Trahms, 
1989; Yo uni ss, 1980) initiate processes that enab le an adolescent to 
begin movement out of the fundamentally egocentric, yet dependent and 
unilateral relationship with his or her caretakers (Cooper & Grotevant, 
1987; Fasick, 1984; Hartup, 1980; Hunter, 1985; Reisman, 1985; Yo un iss, 
1980 ). If these processes are completed successfully, the adolesce nt 
will move toward greater soc ial competence and independence (Cooper & 
Grotevant, 1987; Fasick, 1984). He or she will develop a unique 
identity, self-esteem, and be capable of intimacy, egalitarianism, 
rec iprocity, and mutuali sm in sub sequent relationships (Adams, Dyk, & 
Bennion, 1987; Berndt, 1982; Grotevant & Cooper, 1986; Hartup, 1980; 
Hunter , 1985; Mannarino, 1978; Youniss, 1980). These developmental 
change s constitute the continuing "tasks" (Erikson, 1968) for a 
growing, maturing adolescent . 
Adolescent development also brings significant emotional needs to 
the young person . Becau se of the developmental equivalence of the 
individuals, adolescent friends are in a unique position to share 
concerns about pubertal changes (Berndt, 1982). Reisman (1985) and 
East et al. (1987) poi nted to the stronger ability of friends to share 
and empathize about fe e lings of inadequacy. In a simil ar ve in, 
fr iends hip fosters the trust needed to share fears and anxieti es 
related to sexual development (Berndt, 1982; East et al., 1987). 
In their review, Serafica and Blyth (1985) concurred that 
friendships provided a special mutual intimacy and mutual support to 
fa ci litate the many changes that take place in adolescence. Youniss 
(1980) described the natural desire of friends to elicit mutual 
satisfaction and give-and-take reciprocal actions . Hunter's (1985) 
research contrasted the mutuality in ado lescent friends' interactions 
with the unilateral approach predominately used by parents . 
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In a strong summary statement, Youniss (1980, p. 29) proposed that 
friendship is "the source from which critical characterist ics of the 
mature personality come. These incl ude a sense of equality, 
interpersonal sensitivity , and the need for intimacy" (emphasis added). 
Friendship Duration 
Recent research by Berndt (1992) , focusing on the duration of a 
friendship (what he termed "friendship stabi lity"), found that most 
early adolescents had the same friends for several months; "c lose " 
friends continue for more than s ix months. In addition, Berndt 
reported that adolescents wit h less stable friendships displayed more 
problem behaviors, had lower scholastic achievement, and had less 
involvement in classroom activities (assessed wit h self- and teacher 
reports) . Finally, Berndt reported that adolescents with longer 
lasting friendships had friends who also described themselves (and were 
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desc ribed by thei r teachers ) as le ss disruptive, had higher grades , and 
were more in vol ved. 
Differential Selection vs 
Rec iprocal Influence 
Friendship duration implies a temporal focus . With time as a 
factor of interest, longitudinal research is, in turn, implied. While 
the current study was cross-sectional rather than longitudinal, issues 
of friendship duration pointed to issues of causation. Are friendship 
simi larities an outcome of a mutual influence between friends or due to 
specific conscious or unconscious choices by the individuals? Few 
studies have been done to determine the relative contributions that 
reciprocal influence and differential selection make toward friendship 
similarities. Studies of developmental issues are rare, with the 
typical focus being on friendship stability (Hartup, 1989). What 
fo ll ows is a review of the few longitudinal studies found that 
addressed the question of selection versus influence . 
A longitudinal study by Billy and Udry (1985) identified a 
differential selection process with respect to sexua l experience of 
adolescents. Initially, both white males and females selected friends 
that are similar in sexual behavior. 
A few longitudinal studies have implied a reciprocal influence 
between friends, as evidenced by increased homophily over time. The 
sexua l behavior of white female adolescents was reported to be 
influenced over time by their friends (Bil ly & Udry , 1985). In the 
realm of academics, Epstein (1983) found increases in scores of self-
reliance, school attitudes, college plans, school grades, and academic 
achievement among adolescents if they had achievement-oriented 
friends. 
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Kandel (1978b) observed the same friendship pairs used in her 
similarity study (1978a) over a nine-month period of time. Comparisons 
of friendship pairs that changed with pairs that remained stable 
enabled Kandel to identify those behaviors and attitudes that were 
affected by reciprocal influences. The importance of differential 
se lection and reciprocal influence on homophily was also estimated 
(Kandel, 1978b). It appeared that the two processes were approximately 
equal in their influence on friendship similarity in drug use, 
educational aspirations, political orientations, and minor delinquency. 
Although Kandel's work did not specifical ly address identity statuses 
or friendship, her results lend credence to the potential similarities 
due to mutual effects between friends on identity and interpersonal 
characteristics. 
Ego Identity Status 
Erikson's (1963) theory of psychosocial development has lead some 
of those interested in adolescence to operationalize ego identity 
formation (Bourne, 1978) . The basis for many of these attempts was 
Marcia's (1966) introduction of an identity status model. Marcia uses 
Erikson's theoretical constructs of identity, role confusion, and 
crisis to define and operationalize identity statuses. An individual 
is assumed to have been, or presently be, involved with one or more 
developmental "crises , " more recently referred to as "explorations." 
An individual may have also made a commitment or some level of personal 
investment to ideo logica l and /or interpersona l beliefs and goals 
(Archer & Waterman, 1990) . Marcia (1966) operationalized identity 
formation as four identity statuses. The sta tuses are based on an 
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individual's (a) exploration hi story and/or present state , and (b) 
le vel of ideological and interpersonal commitment (Adams & Montemayor, 
1983; Marcia, 1966). According to Adams and Montemayor, these identity 
statuses are: (a) diffused: no exploration or commitment; (b) 
moratorium: exp lorati on but no commitment; (c) foreclosed: commitment 
without exploration; (d) achieved: commitment following exploration. 
A summary description of the identity statuses is provided by 
Adams and Jones (1983) . 
... an individual who has an ach ieved identity has made a 
self-defined commitment following a period of questioning and 
searching (crisis). An individual who is currently engaged 
in this questioning and searching period i s defined as being 
in a state of moratorium. Foreclosed persons have accepted 
parental values and adv ice without questioning or examination 
of alternatives. Individuals who are diffused show no s ign 
of commitment nor do they express a need or desire to begin 
the searching process . (p. 249) 
Formation of one's identity is viewed as the major task in the 
psychosocial development for an individual moving into adolescence 
(Erikson, 1968). Erikson defined this concept of identity as "the 
subjective sense of invigorating sameness and continuity" and the 
"sty le of one's individuality" (p. 29, 50). Identity formation 
requires adolescents to begin developing self-reliance, emotional 
health, and social competence. Adolescents who successfully formulate 
their identities are more likely to engage in productive adult work and 
to be positioned to have sound interpersonal rela tionships (Archer & 
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Waterman, 1983) whi ch include fri end ships (Adams, Dyk, & Bennion, 1987; 
Grotevant & Cooper , 1986). 
Issues and Discrepancies in the 
Definitions for Identity 
What does it actually mean to be classified in a particular 
identity status? Adams and Montemayor (1983) stated that initially, 
before an adolescent recognizes a need or desire to explore, the 
individual is classified as diffused. That is, the preadolescent 
generally functions in a diffused state due to the lack of a conscious 
or unconscious push to examine life's alternatives. However, it could 
also be argued that the preadolescent stage is a foreclosed condition. 
As Jones pointed out (personal communication, March 4, 1991), a young 
child, when asked to describe him- or herself, is mostly likely to use 
descriptors provided by parental figures. 
How then is a diffused adolescent distinct from a foreclosed 
indiv idual? Adams and Montemayor (1983, p. 195) defined foreclosures 
to have " ... stable commitments ... acquired .. . from others (usually 
parents)." Are commitment s of a young child (including Adam's 
"diffused" child) any less stable or less likel y to be acquired from 
parents? The meaning of commitment for the foreclosures, as compared 
to the diffusers, appears to be qualitatively more simi lar than 
different. A lack of cognitive awareness of one's commitment levels 
may be the on ly important difference for an early adolescent. The 
salient point here is that the literature indicates that concept s for 
identity status are not always clearly differentiated. 
Identity Statuses and an Individual's History 
Identity statuses also differ on temporal criteria for 
exploration. The achieved and the foreclosed statuses are partly 
defined by whether past exploration has taken place. Moratorium and 
diffused individuals are defined only in terms of whether exploration 
is occurring currently (Marcia, 1966). This difference in defining 
modes makes it difficult to move the dimensions of commitment and 
exploration out of the realm of dichotomous measurement and into 
interval level scaling. This is due to the inconsistent requirements 
for only some identity statuses to be measured in two temporal 
dimensions. The attempt to quantify or allow for various degrees of 
commitment or exploration is, therefore, rendered futile . 
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It may be useful for the definition of identity statuses to depend 
only upon current levels of commitment and exploration for an 
individual . This requires that achievement and foreclosure be defined 
without regard to past exploratory behavior. The current ability or 
propensity to enl ist exploratory strategies in life's issues might not 
reflect an individual's past inclinations. However, the interest about 
past exploratory behavior constitutes an inquiry substantially 
different from questions about one ' s present identity. 
Identity Statuses in Different Life Domains 
Grotevant's (1987) review of identity status assessments 
highlighted further complexities in classifying identity statuses . It 
appears that an individual may have different statuses from different 
realms, such as future occupation, religious beliefs, and politics . 
Therefore, an individual may concurrently have different status 
classifications in different domains. Rather than a rea l difficulty, 
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this insight expresses the fact that individuals are multidimensional. 
Evidence also supports varied movement among statuses across time . 
Possible movements suggested by Archer and Waterman (1983) are shown in 
Figure 1. With the accepted (Marcia, 1966) definitions of identity 
statuses , no movement is allowed from moratorium or achievement to 
forec losure . The explanation is that since moratorium individuals have 
already explored, movement to foreclosure is both regressive and 
impossi ble . The definition of foreclosure states that no prior 
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Figure 1. Original identity status classification criteria. 
explorations have occurred. The proposed change given above to use 
present-tense definitions for identity status quite logically allows 
for moratoriums and achievers to move into foreclosure (refer to 
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"vectors" of Figure 2). For exampl e , an individual may have done much 
exp lorat ion and found no satisfying "answers" to life' s issues. He or 
she may t hen decide to join a religious cult, end al l explorati on, and 
become highly committed to the t enet s of that cult. This clearly 
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Figure 2. Revised comm itment/exp loration identity categorizations. 
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represents an identity status best described as foreclosed. So, 
contrary to some original expectat ions, no single sequence or hi erarc hy 
of maturity levels exists for the identity statuses (Archer & Waterman, 
1983; Grotevant, 1987) . These findings about the fluid nature of 
identity status support the view of identity formation as a dynamic and 
changeable process. 
Identity as a Process 
Grotevant (1987) made some important observations about identity 
formation. First, it may best be thought of as a process of 
exploration rather than an intrapsychic state. Exploration is a 
problem-solving behavior aimed at gaining information about oneself or 
one ' s environment in order to make decisions about important life 
choices . Exploration is the "work" of identity formation . Finally, 
Grotevant (1987) concluded that individuals who possess the capabi lity 
for exp loration or who are actively engaged in the exploration process 
are i n a better position t o successful ly resolve is sue s related to 
identity formation. In this formulation, an achiever expresses a 
relatively high level of commi t ment and st ill utilizes the exploration 
process as a strong part of a working repertoire when facing new 
situations in life. Foreclosures have an even stronger level of 
commitment but lower or no inclination to explore. 
Paralleling Grotevant's (1987) emphasis on process, Berzonsky 
(1990, 1992) proposed that Marcia's ident ity statuses are reflections 
of differing information processing styles which, in turn, correspond 
to differing self theories. The identity styles are characterized by 
the soc ial -cognitive strategies preferred or typically employed by an 
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indi vidual . These stra t egies represent the indi vidual' s personal style 
of deci s ion making and problem sol ving used in varying social contexts. 
One' s identity style may be a process that emphasizes (a) information 
orientation--the active seeking out, elaboration, and evaluation of 
self-relevant information before making decisions; (b) norm 
orientation--a focus on the expectations of significant others 
(particularly parents) for the predominate criteria in decisions; or 
(d) diffuse (or avoidant) orientation--the tendency to delay and 
procrasti nate action and then base a behaviora l response on the 
immediate social situation. The identity styles are suggested to be 
associated with particular identity statuses; self -reflecting 
moratoriums and achievers are information oriented, foreclosures are 
norm oriented, and diffusions are diffuse or iented. 
The process styles are hypothesized (Berzonsky, 1990, 1992) to be 
re lated to the identity status by a se lf -ge nerated theory about the 
self . One's se lf-theory i s derived and fu nctions like any scientific 
theory. It is a mode l of rea lity t hat does the best possible job 
explain ing the present and predicting the future. It arises out of 
personal perceptions about the assumed reality of the outside world, a 
philosophical view referred to by some as autopoises (Pribram, 1991). 
These private perceptions, even assuming direct realism, are probably 
rarely, if ever, objective. Therefore, a self theory (Berzonsky, 1990, 
1992) has personal validity to the extent that it is (a) beneficial--it 
appears to have pragmatic utility in that it can address problems of 
interest, make needed unanticipated predictions, and comfortably 
explain and interpret perceptions to support one's val ues and beliefs; 
and (b) bel ievab le--i t appears to be logi ca ll y cons istent and to 
corre late wit h perce i ved fac t s. 
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Lik e scientifi c theory, se lf- t heory develops a set of basi c 
as sump t ions and methodol ogi cal schemata from which hypotheses are 
deduced. This self-paradigm will have periods of stability in social-
cognitive strategies and values. As in the average scientist's 
problems with theory "ownersh i p, " se lf-paradigms are quite resistent to 
modification even in the face of anomalies . 
Berzonsky (1990, 1992) viewed the self-theory as a process 
orientation, or identity structure, that contains the self-paradigm as 
the ways and means to handle daily experiences. The individual 
assimilates sensory input and usually pigeon-holes it into the existing 
paradigm framework in a relatively unconscious manner. At times, the 
"data" input wi 11 be perce i ved to necess i tate an accommodat i ve process 
that allows an appropriate change in the self-theory structure. If one 
i s objectively monitoring the effectiveness of a self-theory and 
allowing for adaptive adju stment s, then one is using a balanced, 
flexible combination of as s imilati ve and accommodative processes. Each 
identity status is hypothesi zed to favor a different approach to self-
theory construction and revision. To Berzonsky (1990, 1992), the 
information-orientated moratoriums and achievers are scientific 
personal theorists, the norm-oriented foreclosures are dogmatic 
personal theorists, and the diffuse diffusions are ad hoc personal 
theori st s . 
While Berzonsky (1990, 1992) emphasized a process orientation for 
identity status classification, hi s research also supported an 
evaluation of commitment, a related state or structure factor. 
Surprisingly, there was a significant relationship between ach ievers 
and Berzonsky's measure of an individual's norm orientation. Both 
information and norm orientation were significantly related to the 
commitment scale. Both ac hievers and foreclosures appeared to 
possesses a strong state of commitment. Commitment may represent the 
individual's present self-theory construct, a foundation from which 
exploratory "data " are analyzed, according to one's identity style. 
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Although beyond the scope of this study, these modified 
definitions for the statuses allow for the development of a measure in 
which exploration and commitment (or identity style process and state 
of commitment) are treated as two dimensions, each on its own 
continuum. The separate dimensions may then be combined into a two-
dimensional scheme to indicate an "identity position." The position on 
a graph would establish an individual's identity status (Figure 1). 
The graph in Figure 1 closely mimics the form of an "identity table " 
often seen in the literature (Adams & Montemayor, 1983). In addition, 
the continuum for each of the identity dimensions suggests that the 
identity "boxes" in the identity table ought to be replaced by "fuzzy 
identity edges" as depicted in Figure 2. It may also be that the 
levels of exploration and commitment required to occupy a status may be 
slightly different (Figure 2) than Figure 1 implies. With these 
changes, the identity statuses become a construct that is a two-
dimensional "visualization" of an individual, based on a present sense 
of self-definition and a capacity for continued exploration across the 
identity statuses. 
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Similarities in Friendships 
Friends share much in common. In a major study of 1,879 students, 
across five New York high sc hool s, Kandel (1978a) found that friends' 
s imilariti es varied greatly over many characteristics. Similarities 
were greatest on sociodemographic factors, such as grade level, age, 
gender, religion, and ethnicity. The next greatest similarities were 
specific behaviors, especially the use of illicit drugs (Kandel's 
research focus). Students were least similar on psychological factors, 
attitudes, and interpersonal relations, which included self -esteem, 
normlessness, social isol ation, and relations and attitudes with 
parents. Hartup's (1980) review indicated that correlations in 
intelligence between friends have been found by some investigators but 
not others. Epstein (1983) documented numerous academic similarities 
between friends. Billy, Rodgers, and Udry (1984) examined heterosexual 
behavioral correlates in adolescent friendships , finding a sign ifi cant 
association between friends in their experiences with sexual 
intercourse . These findings verified what most suggested--friends 
share significant similarities across many characterist i cs. 
Similarities in Friends' Identity Statuses 
Do the numerous traits shown to be shared in friendship pairs 
translate into similar identity s t atuses? The research sugges t s such a 
possibility. No specific studies have yet explored identity 
similarities between friendS; however, there is evidence for one of the 
key defining dimensions of friendship. A relation between capacity for 
intimacy and identity status has been found (Dyk & Adams, 1987; 
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Orlofsky, Marcia, & Lesser, 1973). Identity achievers showed the 
highest le ve ls of intimacy while diffused individuals were least 
intimate and most isolated. Berndt's (1989) review of these and other 
findings concerni ng intimacy also supports the possibility that friends 
may have sim ilar identity statuses. 
Friendship and Ego Identity Development 
Gi ven the research that points to the importance of friends for 
development, successful resolution of one's identity may significantly 
influence, or be influenced by, the natural intimacy of close 
friendships. The concepts of identity and intimacy were seen by Dyk 
and Adams (1987) to inter-link an individual's personality (individual) 
and socia l (integrative) development. Identity and intimacy, rather 
than being distinct dimensions, were seen as intertwined constructs 
that should be assessed by measures that address both personality and 
soc ial domains. Again, the implication is that the intimacy of close 
relationships is associated with psyc hosocial development. 
Empirical evidence supporting a relationship between identity 
development and friendship is suggested by studies about intimacy. 
Orlofsky et al. (1973) examined the relationship between intimacy and 
identity statuses in a sample of college men. Those classified within 
the achieved and moratorium statuses demonstrated greater intimacy in 
their friendships . Respondents classified as diffused were the least 
intimate and most isolated. Superficial and stereotypical 
relationships tended to be associated with those in the foreclosed 
status. Although the respondents represented a late adolescent age 
group, fi ndings su pport a relationsh ip between younger adolescent s' 
intimacy and ide nt ity statuses. 
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In a similar ve in, a review by Berndt (1982) indicated t hat the 
intimacy of friendship affects futu re intimate relat ionships during 
adulthood. If less intimate as youths, men (in particular) were more 
likely to be much more critica l, jea lou s, and less se nsitive as adults. 
In addition, many men and women with low levels of intimacy as adu lt s 
reported being bored and lone ly when younger . 
On another leve l, identity s tatus was related to at-risk behavior 
(Jones, 1992), involvement in student activities and , a lbeit 
inconsi stently, to academic achievement (Adams, Dyk, & Bennion, 1987). 
These findings, in conju nct ion with the aforementioned work by Berndt 
(1992) about the association of sc hool academi cs, act iviti es, and 
behavior with friendship duration, further suggest that friendship may 
be related to similarities in identity statuses . 
Literature Summary 
Previous work, both theoretical and empirical, documented 
s imilarities of friends across many domains. Friends share 
si milarities that range from propinquity to intimacy. Qualities that 
make friendship a unique relationship were explored. It appears that 
friends' maturational equivalence and mutual reciprocity are vita l for 
the development of emotionally healthy and soc ially competent 
individuals. 
Erik son's (1963 , 1968) psychosocial theories and applications of 
that paradigm have led us in new directions. Identity formation during 
adolescence was operationalized and explored across many domains. 
Likewise, the association between the qualities and strength of a 
friendship and identity formation was explored. However, the 
relationship of the individual's identity development in friendship 
pairs has not been adequately examined. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS 
Hypotheses 
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The questions stated earlier about friendship pairs were examined 
using the following hypotheses: 
1. A positive correlation ex ists between the identity levels (IDL) 
of friends. 
2. The s imilarity of IDL di str ibutions (together constituting the 
identity profile, lOP) for friends i i significantly different than the 
s imilarity of lOPs of non-friends . 
3. There is a greater proportion of like IDS clas sifications among 
friendship pair s than non-friends . 
4. The IDL si mil arity of friends is positively correlated with the 
perce ption of friendship strength and quality (FSQ). 
5. The IDL simi lariti es of friends is posit ively correlated with 
perceived friendship duration. 
6. Perceived friendship strength has a positive correlation with 
perceived friendship duration. 
Sample 
There were 128 early adolescents who took part in the stu dy . Of 
these, 87 individuals formed 49 mutually identified friend ship pairs 
(some individuals were a part of two different friendship pairs). The 
remaining 41 individuals were unpaired, but their data was employed for 
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instrument validat ion and re li ab i l ity testing and for construct ing 
random non-friendship pairs for comparison tes t s. Each stat ist ica l 
test required a particular combin ation of individuals and/or friendship 
pairs; details will be given in the Results and Discussion chapter. 
The majority of the respondents (96%) for this study were dr awn 
from a local Utah high sc hool . Students enrolled in grades 9 and 10 
Eng li sh classes in the Fa ll of 1991 were the targeted population. The 
samp le was se lected after all students were surveyed to identify 
friend ship pairs. Those who met the defined criteria (explained below) 
for being in a f rie ndship pair were recruited on a vo luntary basis . 
From the original group of 128 respondents, 32 respondents 
participated in a more intensive and in-depth interview component of 
t he s tudy. Respondents were offered the opportunity to participate, 
based, first, on the random order that t hey appeared on the list of 
previous ly established friendship pairs and, second, by a purposeful 
gender balancing. An "apprec iation " incentive of $10 .00 was offered 
for part icipation in the 90 -minute interview. 
Demographic, Family. and Personal 
Characteristics 
The individuals who volunteered for this study necessarily 
constitute a non-repre sentative sample (see Appendix A for complete 
table) : 
1. 64% were female; probably 97% were Caucasian (while 12% 
indi cated being "native American" a personal viewing of the sample 
indicates that most of those individuals may have confused the terms 
"anglo " and "native American"). 
2. 84% were LDS; 74% attended church at least once a week (22% 
twice or more). 
3. 91 % lived in a single family house; 70% lived in intact 
families (both the natural father and mother present). 
4. a mean GPA of 3.1 ("B") was reported. 
5. with respect to at-risk behaviors: 14%, 4%, and 2% had used 
alcohol, cigarettes, and marijuana, respectively; 10% had been "i n 
serious trouble with the law"; 9% had experienced sexual intercourse. 
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Obvious caution is needed in the generalization of any conclusions 
drawn from this study. This sample, in many ways, represented a 
limited view of the possible scope and variety of friendship types. 
A visual examination of the characterist ics of the interviewee 
subsample (Appendix A) suggested a conv incing similarity with the full 
sampl e. Except for substance use, wherein interviewees had 
approximately twice the experience with alcohol and cigarettes, and the 
gender balance (purposefu lly 50-50 wi th the interviewees ), the full 
sample and subsample were qualitatively matched across many 
characteristics. As will be shown later, the two groups also performed 
si milarly on the measure of identity levels . This relative equality of 
the interviewees with the full sample supports comparisons and 
potential replication of interview findings with data from the paper-
pencil measures. 
Measures 
Each of the conceptual definitions for the personal/social 
constructs was operationalized by self -report measures and, for the 
selected individual s, by interpretive interviews. 
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The identifi cation of a res pondent ' s friend for t his study was 
made by usi ng a Fri endship Identification Survey (see Appendix B). 
Students li sted the names of three individuals (preferably students in 
the high sc hool) they considered to be good friends. The students then 
ranked each friend li sted. A friend ship pai r wa s defined as two 
individua ls who (a) nominated each other as one of their three best 
friend s; and (b) for rea sons of practi ca lity, were both from the 
surveyed sampl e or easily accessible . 
Perceived Friendship Strength and Oualities 
Ouestionnaire (FSO) and Interview (FSOI) 
Previous attempts to operationalize "friendship " have evo lved 
along several avenues. Open-ended questions, such as "What's a 
friend?" (e.g., Berndt, Hawkins, & Hoyle, 1986), have provided the 
richest and most comprehensive base (Bukowski & Hoza, 1989). Questions 
with a Likert-type scale (i .e. , "Friends should be loyal to each 
other") provide a more sensitive and more statistically useful 
continuous scale (Bukowski & Hoza, 1989). Observation of friends' 
interactions provides a third external interpretation (Hartup, 1989). 
While many approaches have been used in previous research, there 
appeared to be no commonly accepted measure of friendship character, 
quality, or strength. 
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For this study, a 6-point Likert-type scale was formulated (see 
Appendix C) and named the Friendship Strength/Qua lities Questionnaire 
(FSQ; referred to as the "Friendship Survey" for the respondents) to 
explore the domains listed under the conceptua l definition of 
friendship. Several existing measures served as a source or were 
suggest ive of appropriate items. The int imacy subscale of the Erikson 
Psychosocial Stage Inventory, with an alpha of .63 (Rosenthal, Gurney, 
& Moore, 1981), was revised and combined with the peer attachment 
subscale of the In ventory of Parent and Peer Attachment (IPPA) of 
Armsden and Greenberg (1987). The IPPA had an average alpha of .83 
across the domains of trust, communication, and alienation. In 
addition, the Friendship Conception Items of Bukowski et al. (1987) 
provided a source of items for commonality, help/support, and intimacy 
(alphas of .73, .72, and .75, respectively). Although alpha levels 
cannot predict the internal consistency for a combined scale, they are 
indicative of the usefulness of selected scale items. Additional scale 
items were developed to reflect a respondent's perceptions of trust 
and relative levels of competitiveness and conflict. Subscales for the 
FSQ were constructed such that each domain included one item that 
assessed an individual's own perception of the importance of that 
domain (see Appendix C). Questions drawn from other studies (e.g., 
Berndt et al . , 1986) were part of this single respondent interview. 
The interview version of the FSQ was strictly a qualitative 
elaboration on the questionnaire. It was designed to illuminate any 
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inconsistencies or noteworthy patterns indicated by responses given on 
the paper-pencil questionnaire. Items comprising the FSQ Strength 
subscale and items concerning perceived importance of friendship 
qualities (Appendix C) from the qualities subscale were presented 
verba ll y. Responses were elicited (recorded on the Friendship 
Interview Code Form [Appendix OJ and tape), both from Likert-type scale 
responses and with open-ended probes. 
Friendship Duration 
The length of a friendship was defined as the interval of time 
from when a respondent remembers perceiving his nomination as a 
"friend" to the present. The duration was estimated to the nearest 
month. It was included as an item on the FSQ. 
Identity Status (IDS) and Level (IDL) 
Since the operationalization of ego identity formation by Marcia 
(1966), several attempts have been made to change or improve his 
methodology. As examples, an extension of Marcia's Identity Status 
Interview was generated by Grotevant, Thorbecke, and Meyer (1982); an 
objective paper-pencil measure, first developed by Grotevant and Adams 
(1984), grew into the Extended Version of the Objective Mea sure of Ego 
Identity Status (Adams, Bennion, & Huh, 1987; Adams, Shea, & Fitch, 
1979); and Archer and Waterman (1983) cited the use of Rassmussen's 
Identity Scale. Other variations al so appear in the literature (e.g., 
Bosma & Gerrits, 1985; Grotevant & Cooper, 1986). 
Although no operational consensu s for lOSs exists, two competing 
measures have emerged as standards for assessing identity statuses. 
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The Extended Objective Mea sure of Ego Identity Status (Adams, Bennion, 
& Huh, 1987) is a self-report instrument that is relatively inexpensive 
and easy to administer and evaluate. In contrast , Marcia's (1966) lSI 
is neither easy nor inexpensive, but the interview format does provide 
richness and depth not possible with an objective paper-pencil 
instrument. The two methodologies also differ, as explained below, in 
approaches to the evaluation of the identity statuses . 
Extended objective measure of ego identity status (EOMEIS). The 
EOMEIS (Appendix E, referred to as the Identity Status Questionnaire 
with respondents) contains 64 Likert-type items, each spec ific to one 
of the four lOSs (achieved, moratorium, foreclosed, diffused). 
Classification of an individual is determined by scores (from each IDS 
subscale) relative to one standard deviation above the mean derived 
from norming curves (Adams, Bennion, & Huh, 1987). The same items also 
generated ordinal raw scores that determine the individual's IOL for 
each of the four lOSs. 
Estimates of reliability and validity, summarized from a review of 
studies (Adams, Bennion, & Huh, 1987, p. 50-71), are as follows: 
Reliability 
1. Internal Consistency: Cronbach-alphas ranged from .30 to .89, 
with a median alpha of . 66, across subscales; tested in 13 
studies. 
2. Test-Retest: Correlations ranged from .59 to .93, with a 
median stability corre lation of .76, across subscales; tested 
in three studies. 
3. Split-Half: Correlations ranged from .10 to .64 across 
subscales; total identity score correlations with subscale 
scores ranged from .37 to .68; tested in one study. 
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Validity 
1. Criterion: 
a. Predictive: Evidence across studies of personal cognition, 
social cognition behaviors, family factors, and 
demographic variables lent satisfactory support for 
predictive validity. 
b. Concurrent: See below, EOMEIS-ISI Concurrent Validity 
2. Construct: Factor analyses indicated four factors with 
significant variance shared by the diffusion and moratorium 
sca les. Convergence/divergence and discriminant correlations 
demonstrated satisfactory levels. 
Higher reliability estimates were indicated in a sample of 6,975 
grade 7 to grade 12 adolescents in the state of Arizona (Jones & 
Hartmann, 1988). Alpha levels ranged from .75 (for diffusion) to .85 
(for foreclosure). This secondary level student sample and statistics 
indicated that the EOMEIS is an appropriate instrument for this study. 
For this study, a revised classification method (Jones, Akers, & 
White, 1992) was added. The one-standard deviation cutoff of Adams, 
Bennion, and Huh (1987) was changed to one-half of a standard 
deviation. An additional 8% of the sample is likely to be classified 
by this cutoff adjustment (Jones et al., 1992). There is no reason to 
believe this change would alter the reliability levels or construct 
validity. No significant differences in predictive validity were found 
using the one-half cutoff rule (Jones et al., 1992). Concurrent 
validity data were not available. However, to ensure no negative 
results due to this cutoff rule change, the EOMEIS data were analyzed 
using both cutoff rules. 
For inter-rater reliability interview data, estimates have 
typically been based on percent agreement between those coding the 
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interview. The agreements l isted (Grotevant et al., 1982, p. 44) were 
(a) between two coders, and (b) between the best two-out-of-three 
coders: 
1. Exploration 
2. Commitment 
3. IDS 
4. Overall 
Percent Agreement (%) between two 
coders/between two of three 
71/97 
69/93 
73/94 
71/94 
The more conservative overall reliability (71%) indicated an adequate 
reliabil i ty for this scale. 
Identity status interview (151) . The dimensions of exploration 
and commitment are the focus for the 151 (see Appendix D). A 
structured interview follows a specific branching protocol. The 151 
emphasizes the dimensions of explorat ion and commitment in a series of 
intervi ew questions covering inter- and intrapersonal domains. 
Responses were recorded on the Friendship Interview Code Form (Appendix 
D). Interpretive coding of the interview procedures yields scores that 
reflect an individual's exploration level and commitment level. The 
combination of the two scores designates an IDS . 
EOMEIS-ISI concurrent validity. Since both of the identity 
assessment instruments were used, the degree to which the EOMEIS and 
lSI accurately represent identity status theory was of interest. 
Although concurrent validity can not determine a match to theory, it was 
mo st valuable if the 151 and EOMEI S demonstrated construct and 
concurrent va lidity . The lSI most closely reflected Marcia's (1966) 
original operationalization and is recognized as a primary standard for 
tests of theoretical validity. Adams, Bennion, and Huh (1987, p. 50) 
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stated that the EOMEIS and 151 have " ... moderate to high agreement in 
sta tu s classification. " This conclusion, if accurate, would have 
es tabli shed concurrence with the 151. Below are the actua l tests 
presented to support concurrent validity of the 151 and EOMEIS (or the 
earlier OMEIS versions) ID S, as reported by Adams, Bennion, and Huh 
(1987, p. 55-71): 
1. 73% to 80%, college freshmen, n; 70 (p. 55); (Adams & 
Montemayor, 1983). 
2. 70% to 100%, co llege students, n ; 50 "pure types " 
(p. 55); (Adams, Ryan, Hoffman, Dobson, & Nielson, 1985). 
3. "s imilar but not identical congruence," college student s 
n ; 54 (p. 59) ; (Adams, et aI., 1979). 
4. "moderate status to status agreement," college students, 
n ; 48 (p . 62); (Craig-Bray & Adams, 1986) . [Note: the 
original journal article st ates, "Little correlational 
evidence can be found for concurrent validity between the 
two measures" (p. 198), and "The present study suggests 
little concurrent validity in assessment of identity 
statuses between the t wo types of measurement " (p. 202).J 
5. 25% to 75% of predicted relationships between subdomains 
151 and OMEIS were sign ificant, with range of significant 
L'S from .30 to .59, high school students, n ; 44 (p. 
62); (Grotevant & Adams, 1984). 
6. "corre lat ions ... showed a s ignifi can t but low (.32) 
re lationship," 18- to 23-year-old col lege students, n ; 
65 (p. 71); (Rodman, 1983). 
EOMEIS vs 151. In the discussion to follow, the relative 
strengths, weaknesses, and sources of inconsistencies for the two 
measures will be explored. The two measures each have their own clear 
methodological advantages and disadvantages, as stated previously. In 
addition, the objective, easy-to-administer EOMEIS exhibited 
questionable inter-test agreement when compared to the in-depth and 
administration-intensive 151. This inter-test lack of agreement was 
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corroborated by the l iterature cited above . Difficulty with IDS 
agreement threatens the construct va l idity of the EOMEIS and lSI, 
suggesting prob lemat ic use as co-measures for research . Following a 
discussion of the relative effectiveness of the fundamentally different 
approac he s of these measures an d a f ew illustrative sources of 
inconsis t ency, a potential reso lut ion is proposed. 
Objective paper -penc il vs i nterv i ew fo rmat. The ob jective format 
has some important advantages. It has the potenti al for greater 
sensi tivity for IDL change, due to its greater number of items . 
Another unquestionable advantage of the EOMEI S is evi dent when large 
sampl e s izes are desired . Ti me and cos t are two f ac tors that must be 
realistically cons idered for any research project . The lSI ca nnot be 
effectively utili zed without burdensome economic constraints being 
imposed on a study. 
Some advantages for t he lSI may a l so be disadvantageous. The 
interview format allows penetrating follow-up question s to ambiguous 
responses. However, the interviewer ha s the potential of pre judic~ng 
the individual's responses. Su btle but powerful interac tions between 
the interviewer and the interv iewee may bias t he respondent's 
discussion of personal i ss ues . The social desirability issue is strong 
in any interview. Inconsistent admin is tration of the interview 
protoco l due to fatigue, heightened intere st, or other psyc hological 
states of the interviewer can possibly neutralize the perceived 
advantages of the interview format . 
The objective nature of the paper-pencil measure appears to be 
su peri or with subjective interpretation being unnecessary in scoring . 
The negative side of thi s objectivity is the lack of control over the 
respondent's subjective interpretation (or misinterpretation) of 
questions. In add i tion, there are inherent assumptions of item score 
additivity and equivalency across identity domains and content areas. 
Finally, use of dichotomous cutoffs does not allow for the expression 
of an IDL continuum within each IDS. 
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The strengths of the EOMEIS and lSI can be integrated for 
practical application in all but large research projects. Moderate 
sample sizes (less than 100) would benefit from the EOMEIS as an 
initial survey of an individual's responses. An analysis of each 
individual's EOMEIS responses can then be utilized to compare and 
contrast with the intervi ew responses. One might dispute a combined 
EOMEIS - ISI format due to a lo ss of objectivity, but it i s usefu l to 
remember that the construction of any purely objective question or 
statement is fundamentally impossible. The best that can be done is to 
be ever aware of the inherent subjective nature of our written or 
verbal queries and be ever-suspicious of conc lusions drawn from them. 
Family and individual characteristics survey . Sociodemographic 
information was assessed with a forced choice questionnaire (Appendix 
A, referred to as the Family and Individual Characteristics Survey 
with respondents). Socioeconomic status, family situation and 
characteristics, school-related matters, drug use, and sexual 
experience were among the areas surveyed. 
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Design 
The hypotheses were tested using a cross-sect ional design with two 
levels of as sessment intensity. The sociodemographic survey, IDL/IDS 
measure, and the FSQ questionnaire were self-administered by 128 
individuals. In-depth interviews were conducted with each respondent 
in a subsample of 16 friendship pairs. 
A combined subjective and objective set of observations allowed a 
description of, and comparison between, the individuals in each 
friendship pair. Patterns withi n each friendship pair of a given IDS 
and between like IDS individuals were examined statistica lly and 
qualitatively. Again, quantitative and qualitative differences between 
and within both the 16-pair subsample interviews and the larger 49-pair 
sample were interred from the data. 
Procedures 
Data Collection 
The process of respondent selection began at the start of the 
1991-92 school year at a local high school. The researcher met with 
participating teachers (English teachers) to verbally explain the 
project and provide a written summary (long or short versions) of 
pertinent concepts (Appendix F). These teachers then administered the 
Friendship Identification Survey (Appendix B) with direction from the 
Administration Suggestions for Friendship 10 Survey (Appendix B). 
Those who met the requirements for a friendship pair were determined 
and then offered a verbal and written (Appendix G) chance to 
participate. Selected friendship pairs were asked to participate and 
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parental permission was obta ined for those interested (Appendix G) . 
Vo lunteers were given a packet with the three surveys (EOMEIS, FSQ, and 
Sociodemographi cs) and necessary instructions (Appendix G) to take 
home, fill out, and ret urn within five days . 
A school office affording satisfactory privacy was used as the 
site for the interviews. Interviews were tape recorded and summary 
coding sheets (Appendix 0) filled out to provide a "hard copy" of the 
response patterns. The interviewer was "blind " to the results of the 
objective measures already given. Prior to the start of the interview, 
the procedures were previewed and confiden ti ality was reassured. Gi ven 
the constraint of having only a single interviewer, diligence was 
abso lutely required to avoid accidental or perceived disclosure of 
confidential information to the second interviewee of a friendship 
pair. This issue was addressed with both individuals in the pair. All 
questions were asked as if in ignorance, even if prior interviewer 
knowledge might (or must) have existed. Accordingly, the second 
interviewee was not asked to respond to any information provided by the 
first. This researcher's observations suggested that interviewees 
subsequently responded in a manner indi cating a lack of s ignificant 
concern about issues of confidentiality. 
Ethical Considerations 
Approval for this project was acquired from Utah State 
University's Internal Review Board (IRB), the researcher's 
supervisorial committee, the high school's district administration, the 
high school principal, and participating teachers (Appendix H) . 
Permission from both the adolescents and their caretakers was obtained . 
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The general purposes of the stu dy were presented to t he part icipant s in 
ve rbal and wr itten form (Appendix G). Parents or caretakers were also 
given a wr itten su mmary of t he project as a part of the Informed 
Consent Form (Appendix G). Indi vi dual s for the intervi ew portion of 
the study were recruited by phone and sent an additional Information 
and Informed Consent Form (Appendix G). 
Presentation to indi vi dual classes gave the general reasons for 
the project and explained the focus as an interest in understanding the 
importance and effects of friends. Verbal explanations included that 
the specific goa ls of the project were not goi ng to be shared due to 
possib le bias in respon ses . The explanat ions were designed to inform 
as well as motivate the adolescents to participate in a conscientious 
manner. 
This study had no procedures that vio lated the individual's 
privacy without his or her ful l consent. Respondents were told that 
they cou ld refuse, without pressure, to respond to any question. They 
were assured that all responses were held in the strictest confi dence 
by the researcher. 
Data Reduction and Transformation 
Paper-pencil scale scores were recorded as single-item responses. 
The EOMEIS, FSQ, and sociodemographics surveys were analyzed wit h the 
use of SPSS software. These programs performed the appropriate 
statistical analyses, as wel l as manipulated the data so as to 
construct t he necessary pairings of the individuals into proper units 
of analys is (i.e., form random non-friendship pairs, perform reversals 
in friend ship pair "respondents" and "friends "). 
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Extended objective measure ego identity status (EOMEIS). 
Preliminary data compilation and reduction for the EOMEIS followed the 
procedures given in the reference manual (Adams, Bennion, & Huh, 1987), 
except for the cutoff rule change as previously discussed. Internal 
consistencies across the subscales were generated and compared to 
reliabilities reviewed by Adams, Bennion, and Huh (1987). Construct 
validity was examined using convergent/discriminant correlations. In 
addition, a concurrence test was made for the interviewee's IDSs for 
the EOMEIS versus those for the lSI. 
Perceived friendship strength and qualities (FSQ). The FSQ was 
factor analyzed, subscale domains identified, and the subscales 
interpreted. Reliabilities (internal consistency) were calculated 
across the factor-derived subscales . The scale scores of the FSQ were 
treated as interval level data when appropriate. This measure, like 
all measures in social science, was constructed with items of unequal 
value, but the scales were assumed to be interval level to allow inter-
or intra-respondent comparisons. 
The FSQ subdomain items identified in the factor analysis that 
shared the same factor as the designated "friendship strength" items 
were to become the subscale items for the "friendship strength scale." 
As it turned out, to provide the most liberal interpretation, 
friendship strength was measured in three ways. First, a "friendship 
strength" subscale (Appendix C) addressed perceived strengths directly 
(i.e., "I believe our friendship is really strong"; "It seems, at 
times, that our friendship isn't going to last"). A second measure was 
an average response across all subscales of the original FSQ and the 
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MFQ (Modified Friendship Strengths/Qua l ities , Ap pend ix I), a modified 
versio n based on the factor ana lys i s. Thi s measure of strength ass umed 
the assessed qualities (e.g., trust, intimacy, reciprocity) to be valid 
indicators of friendship strength. Finally, a weig hted average across 
all qualitie s was calculated. Specific items assessed an individual's 
perceived importance ( "we ight ") of a given quality (i.e., for the 
conflict domain: "If friends spend a lot of time arguing they mu st have 
a pretty weak friendship"). These responses were then used to weight 
the subscale totals for analysis. 
Identity status interview (lS I) and perceived friendship strength 
and guality interview (FSQI). The lSI interviews were tape recorded 
and coded by protocols established by Waterman and Archer (as cited in 
Bennion, 1988) for the lSI. The FSQI interview version was also coded, 
but being a predominately qualitative assessment, no specific data 
transformations were conducted. 
Statistica l Analysis 
The unit of analysis was the defined friendship pair, or, when 
appropriate, a randomly matched non-friendship pair. For all 
statistica l tests, significance was designated at the p = .05 level or 
better. From the total of 128 respondents, 87 individuals formed 49 
friendship pair units (for statisti cal analysis) wherein one individual 
was designated as "respondent" and their chosen friend counterparts as 
"friend." Forty-one individuals had no cooperating mutual friend, but 
their responses were incorporated as explained below. 
Specific to a statistical analysis, the 128 individuals were 
paired appropriately . The full sample of 128 individuals was used in 
all tests of reliability and validity. For tests of identity 
similarity and perceived friendship strength, quality, and duration, 
various combinations of friendship pairs and/or individuals were 
incorporated (as explained in the results of Chapter IV). 
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Statistical tests for similarities rather than differences between 
friends required ordinal level analyses. These methods were needed 
since the various scores for the "respondent " and "friend" pairwise 
groups were not meant to indicate an i ncrease or decrease, only a 
similarity. The individual with the higher score on a given variable 
was only due to cha nce. Therefore, a percentile ranking methodology 
was necessary to determine pairwise similarities. 
For each question and hypothesi s proposed, a description of the 
statistical analysis is given as part of the presentation of the 
results (Chapter IV). Appropriate stat i stical tests were also applied 
to the lSI (Identity Status Interview) exploration and commitment 
subscale scores in a parallel manner (i.e., similarity in exploration 
scores were correlated with the strength scores). 
Al l the survey statistics were also examined qualitatively . The 
various calculated statistics within and between the hypotheses tested 
were treated as an interrelated set. The re l ationships between the 
results were then compared and contrasted with the findings for the 
more intensive 16-pair sample study. Patterns, similarities, and 
differences between the measures were all viewed as important foci for 
discussion and conclusions. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Following the procedures outlined in the Methods section, a 
statistical and qualitative examination was made of the data to 
determine possible relationships between friendship qualities, 
strengths, duration, and ego identity status levels. First, the 
reliability and validity of the measures will be presented. Next, 
results for each of the specific hypotheses will be presented. 
Finally, data from the in-depth interviews will be compared to group 
survey data. 
Reliability and Validity 
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Prior to analyzing hypotheses, preliminary analyses focused upon 
insuring appropriateness of the Extended Objective Measure of Ego 
Identity Status (EOMEIS) and the Friendship Strengths and Qualities 
Questionnaire (FSQ). Estimates were made of reliability and 
discriminant/convergent validity. The full sample of 128 individuals 
was used in all tests of reliability and validity. 
Reliability was estimated using the Cronbach alpha, an indicator 
of internal consistencies within subscales. Reliabilities (Table 1) 
for the EOMEIS identity status level (IDL) subscales (both total IDL 
and ideological/interpersonal IDL) compare favorably with comparable 
estimates of reliability reported by Adams, Bennion, and Huh (1987) and 
Jones and Streitmatter (1987). 
Tabl e 1 
EOMEI S Subsea Ie Relia bi l i ti es -Cron bac h Alpha 
EOMEIS Domains 
Status Ideological Interpersonal Total 
Achievement .59 .48 .66 
Moratorium .61 .58 .72 
Foreclosed .78 .80 .86 
Diffused .61 .62 . 67 
Note . EOMEIS ~ Extended Object i ve Measure of Ego Identity Status. 
Reliabilities for ideological and interpersonal are subscales with 
eight items each. "Total" scales are 16 items each. 
li = 128 . 
Comparison of subscale intercorrelations across IDLs with the 
findings of Adams, Bennion, and Huh (1987) and Jones and Streitmatter 
(1987) suggests that this use of the EOMEIS generated results 
consistent with previous studies (Table 2). Incongruities that were 
found might be expected given the typical random statistical 
fluctuations and sample differences (i.e., gender proportions). 
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The FSQ, an instrument not previously validated, also demonstrated 
acceptable reliabilities across the subscales (Table 3). In addition, 
the FSQ had subscale intercorrelations that tended to be relatively 
large (Table 4). This is not surprising since theory about friendships 
(i.e., Berndt, 1982; Youniss, 1980) suggests that many friendship 
attributes, such as intimacy and trust, are likely to share common 
variance. 
Table 2 
EOMEIS Discriminant / Convergent Validity: 
Status Intercorrelations 
Status Diffused Foreclosed Moratorium 
Foreclosed .31** 
Moratorium .43*** .21* 
Achieved -.15* .23* .02 
Note. 2- tailed Signif: * Q<.05, ** Q<.OI, *** Q<.OOI. 
l! = 128. 
Tab le 3 
Friendship Strength s and Qualities (FSQ) 
SuQj£§le_8.gJ.jill>il it i es 
Subscale Items Cronbach 
Confl i ct 
Commona 1 it ie s 
He 1 p/Loya lty 
Intimacy 
Reciprocity/Mutuality 
Trust 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Time 6 
Total Qualities Items 44 
Strength 4 
l! = 128. 
.48 
.64 
.68 
.61 
.51 
.85 
.62 
.89 
.60 
Alpha 
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Table 4 
Friendship Strengths and Qualities Questionnaire (FSQ) 
Discriminant / Convergent Validity: Subscale Intercorrelations 
FSQ Subscale 
Comn Lylty Intmy Rpcty Trust Time 
Cnflt . 38*** .16 .10 .31*** .27** -.04 
Comn .31*** .19* .25** .22* -.05 
Lylty . 43*** .25** .19* .22* 
Intmy .36*** . 29*** . 09 
Rpcty . 46*** .18 
Trust -.04 
Time 
Note. 2-tailed Signif: * Q<.05, ** Q<.Ol, *** Q<.OOl 
Strth 
.38*** 
. 28*** 
.39*** 
.28*** 
.45*** 
.34*** 
. 38*** 
Cnflt = Conflict. Comn = Commonalities. Lylty = Help/Loyalty. 
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Trust = Trust. Intmy = Intimacy. Rpcty = Reciprocity. Time = Time. 
Strth = Friendship Strength = sum of four specific perceived friendship 
strength items. 
A conceptual check for treating the friendship qualities as an 
indicator of friendship strength was made. Each of the qualities 
subscales (e.g., trust, time, conflict) was correlated with a scale 
consisting of the four questions specifically addressing perceived 
strength (see Appendix C for items). Significant relationships were 
found not only with the strength subscale, but an even stronger 
relationship emerged with the total FSQ qualities score (Table 5). 
Table 5 
Correlations Between St rength and Total Sca les and Origina l FSQ 
Qualities Subscales 
Original FSQ Qualities Subs ca le 
Cf lct Comn Lylty Intmy Rpcty Trust Time 
Strength .38 .29 .40 .28 . 45 . 34 .38 
FQ Tota l .43 .46 .54 .56 .66 .51 .34 
Note. Correlation of FQ Tot al x Strength . 71. All correlations 2-
tailed sig at Q<.OOI . 
Cflct = Conflict. Comn = Commonalities. Lylty = Help/ Loyalty. 
Trust = Trust. Intmy = Intimacy. Rpcty = Reciprocity. Time = Time. 
Strength = sum of four specific perce ived friendship strength items. 
FQ Tot = sum of all FSQ perceived quality items. 
FSQ Factor Analysis 
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Since the Fr iendship Strengths and Qualities instrument had not 
been previously validated, a factor analysis was performed. The desire 
was to generate statistically based guidelines to suggest meaningful 
subscale s for the FSQ items. Specific items concerning perceived 
friendship strength and items written to weight other item responses 
were omitted from the analysis. Given the assumed conceptual 
relationships between the qualities subscale items (i.e., trust, time, 
loyalty, intimacy; see Appendix C for items), it was assumed the 
qualities would be related . Therefore, the analysis employed an 
oblique rota tion. Extraction of initial fa ctors was by the method of 
principal axis factors , since only six of all possible extracted 
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factors were retained. The factor structure matrix solution appeared to 
be the most interpretable. 
Six factors, all with eigenvalues equal to or greater than one and 
accounting for a 41% of the variance, emerged as potentially meaningful 
item clusters (see Table J.1 and J.2 in Appendix J). These factors 
were initially named and conceptually defined as: 
1. Trust/Intimacy-the perceived level of belief that the friend is 
unconditionally supportive and caring 
2. Commonalities-the degree to which the individuals perceive a 
sharing of common interests 
3. Conflict-the amount (lack of) perceived arguing and anger 
between individuals 
4. Consensus-how much perceived concordance there is in ways of 
thinking and seeing things 
5. Independence-assessment of the perceived functionally healthy 
autonomy that exists within the friendship 
6. Compatibility-degree of perceived socially affable and 
congenial time spent together in the friendship; interest in spending 
time together. 
This modified friendship measure was referred to as the Modified 
Friendship Qualities (MFQ) measure. While several items appeared 
discrepant, the subscales suggested by this factor analysis paralleled 
the content of many of the original subscales (i.e., Appendix C and I 
for FSQ and MFQ subscale comparisons). 
The factor correlation matri x for the oblique factors (Table 6) 
indicated distinct item clustering, assuming factor scores were used to 
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sum over items and subscales. Of note and consistent with the factor 
structure matrix, there was a relatively strong ( . 42) correlation 
between the trust / intimacy subsca le and the (lack of) conflict 
subscale. The Cronbach alpha reliabilities based on this new set of 
subscales (Table 7) are comparable to the original FSQ subscales except 
for the consensus subscale (alpha = .41). 
Table 6 
Factor Correlation Matrix for FSO Oblique Rotation Factor Structure 
Matrix 
Trust/lntmy Comn Cnflt Consn Indp 
Comn -.05 
Cnflt .42 - .06 
Consn -.17 -.07 -.10 
Indp .20 .09 . 15 - . 15 
Cmpat .29 .13 . 20 
Note. No correlations significant at p = .05. 
Comn = Commonalities. Lylty = Help/Loyalty. 
Intmy = Intimacy. Rpcty = Reciprocity. Time 
Indp = Independence. Cmpat = Compatibility. 
li = 128. 
-.15 .17 
Cnflt = Conflict. 
Trust = Trust/Intimacy. 
Time. Consn = Consensus. 
Table 7 
Factor Generated Subscale Reliabilities: Cronbach Alpha 
for Modified Friendship Qualities Questionnaire (MFQ) 
Subscale 
Cnflt 
Comn 
Trust 
Consn 
Indp 
Cmpat 
Tot Qual 
Items 
6 
2 
16 
3 
6 
5 
38 
Cronbach alpha 
.74 
.67 
.89 
.41 
.62 
.51 
.90 
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Note. Cnflt Conflict. Comn = Commonalities. Trust = Trust/Intimacy. 
Consn = Consensus. IndD = Independence. Cmpat = Compatibility. 
Tot Qual = sum of all MFQ perceived quality items. 
~ = 128. 
In addition, the new MFQ sub scales were corre lated against each 
other for considerations of discriminant/convergent valid ity (Tabl~ 8). 
Once again, and as expected, intercorrelations were significant and 
substantial . A notable exception was the .08 correlation between the 
subscales indicating perceptions of independence within the friendship 
and lack of conflict. 
As displayed by Table K-l in Appendix K, the MFQ subscales were 
significantly related to the four item strength subscales. The 
magnitudes of the MFQ correlations appear to be slightly greater than 
those with the original FSQ subsca les, particularly with the trust- and 
intimacy-related items. 
Table 8 
Correlations Between Subscales for Modified Fr iend ship Qualities 
Questionnaire (MFQ) 
Comn 
Trust/l ntmy .25** 
Comn 
Cnflt 
Consn 
Indp 
Note . 2-tailed Signif: * 
Cnflt = Conf li ct. Comn 
Consn = Consensus. Indp 
Tot Qual = sum of al l MFQ 
Ii = 128 . 
MFQ Subscale 
Cnflt Consn Indp Cmpat 
.52*** . 45*** .30*** .44*** 
. 24** .31*** .41 *** . 26** 
.40*** .08 .33*** 
.34*** .30*** 
.24** 
Q<. 05, ** Q<.Ol, *** Q<.OOl 
Commonalities. Trust = Trust/Intimacy . 
Independence. Cmpat = Compatibility. 
perce ived quality items. 
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Finally, an analys i s was made of the relationship between the 
orig inal FSQ and the modifi ed MFQ subsca les. Correlations (Table K-2 
in Appendix K) between the origi nal and the modified versions of the 
friendship measure were most often significant , at least at the p < .01 
level. 
As a further examination of FSQ/MFQ validity, a comparison across 
gender was made. Using an ANOVA procedure, means for each su bsca le 
were compared. Sharabany, Gershoni, and Hofman (1981) reported that 
females scored higher than males (for grades 5, 7, and 11) on measures 
of what was termed attachment, giving/sharing, and trust/loyalty. 
Grade 6 and grade 7 females had higher ratings than boys for the 
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importance of intimacy, help/support, and commonality in a friendship 
(Bukowski et al., 1987). Similar gender differences were found for the 
origina l (FSQ) and, although less distinctly, for the modified (MFQ) 
friendship measures (Table 9). Female adolescents also appeared to 
assess qualities of their friendship at higher levels, this also being 
in concordance with the above studies. 
Mean response levels reported in Table 9 indicated another 
noteworthy statistical concern. Because all respondents were 
responding in reference to someone considered to be a best friend, the 
distribution of responses was strongly skewed towards the upper end of 
the Likert scale (1-6). This skewness necessarily creates statistical 
limitations ("ceiling effects") when looking for differences in 
strength/qualities. 
Given the necessary methodological constraints of non-validated 
measures, such as the FSQ and MFQ, it appeared reasonable to conduct 
the data analys i s using both versions of the friendship measure to 
explore and evaluate relevant hypotheses . The results of those 
analyses are necessarily subject to appropriate caveats, implicit in 
attempts to prove a point by means unproven. 
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Table 9 
ANOVA by Gender of Friendship Questionnaire Subscales (FSQ and MFQ) 
Subscale Means and Standard Deviations 
Male (N;45) Female (N;83) 
Subscale Mean SD Mean SD F 
Original Friendship Strength and Qualities Questionnaire 
He 1 p/Loya lty 4.44 .73 4.91 .77 11.39'" 
Intimacy 3.87 .82 4. 27 .69 8.43:' 
Rec i proc ity 4.26 .67 4.65 .90 6.58 
Trust 4.96 .87 5.27 .79 4.07' 
Time 3.53 .70 3.83 .94 3.49 
Conf l ict 4.97 .58 4.83 .77 .02 
Commonalities 4.53 .75 4.55 .87 .02 
Strength 4.47 .83 4.48 1.13 .01 
Qualities, Total 4.37 .51 4.61 .57 5.99' 
Modified Friendship Qualities Questionnaire 
Trust/lntimacy 4.48 .69 4.90 .76 9.31" 
Commona 1 ities 4.94 .85 4.82 1.14 .42 
Conflict 5.01 .68 5.01 .99 .00, 
Consensu s 4.28 .67 4.50 .83 2.32 
Independence 3.09 .80 3.22 .99 .57 
Compatibil ity 4.41 .87 4.79 .75 1.18 
Note. ANOVA between-groups sig of subscale: * 11.<.05. ** 11.<.01. 
*** 11.<.001. 
Ii ; 128. 
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Statistical Hypotheses Test ing 
Each hypothesis will be restated and the method of stati s tical 
analysi s given. This will be followed by presentation of related 
statistics and technical comment on relevant findings. Conclusions and 
impressions about the meaning of the results will be offered in the 
Discussion section. 
General Assumptions 
The unit of analysis was the friendship pair or a randomly paired 
non-friendship dyad. Specific to a statistical analysis, the 128 
individuals in the present study were paired appropriately (explained 
in each analysis below). Statistical s ignificance was chosen to be at 
the p = .05 level . Data were assumed to be interval level; therefore 
parametric analyses were employed where appropriate. 
Hypothesis 1: A positive correlation exists between the identity 
levels (lOL) of friends. 
For this test of identity levels, reciprocally identified friends 
were paired in respondent-friend units of analyses. From 87 
ind ividua ls, 49 friendship pair combinations were formed (eleven 
individuals were in two friendship pairs). Pearson's correlations 
between each of the four IDLs across friendship pairs are given in 
Tabl e 10. It is clear that no significant relationship between 
friend's identity status levels was demonstrated. 
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Tabl e 10 
Reciprocal Friendship Pairs : Correlations Between Identity Status 
Leve ls of Respondent and Friend 
Respondent's Identity Status Level (IDL) 
Friend's IDL Diffused Foreclosed Moratorium Achieved 
Diffused .10 
Forecloied .05 
Moratorium -.07 
Achieved .11 
Note. IDL Identity Status Level. No 2-tailed correlations significant 
at .11.<.05. 
Ii = 49. 
Hypothesis 2. The similarity of identity level distributions (lOP: 
the identity profile of four IOls) for friends is significantly 
different than the similarity of lOPs of non-friends. 
Similarities between IDLs of friends or non-friends were 
defined as a percentage similarity (PS) of IDL percentile scores, 
between the designated respondent and friend/non-friend of the pair: 
PFL 
PS = -- x 100% 
PRL 
or 
PRL 
PS = -- x 100% 
PFL 
where: PRL is "respondent" IDL percentile 
PFL is "friend" IDL percentile 
with the larger IDL assigned to the denominator 
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This defin it ion for s im i larity al lows a comparison between t he "friend " 
and "respondent " based on their relative positions in the di stribution 
of sample scores. 
The group of 49 fr iendship pairs compared to non-friend pairs were 
se lected randomly, the criterion being that each "respondent" was not 
paired with anyone they li sted as a first, second, or third choi ce on 
the Friendship Su r vey. 
A discriminant analysis was performed wi th friend / non-friend pairs 
ass igned as the categori ca l depende nt variable. The four IDL 
s imilarity scores were used as predi ctor (independent) variables. 
Stati sti cs were calculated for testing discriminant function mean 
(group centroid) differences (Wilk' s lambda), percent of individuals 
correc tl y class ified, between classified groups (F-tests), and 
canonical correlations, eac h to indicate differences between friend and 
non-friend pairs' IDL profiles. 
For this analysis, the 49 reciproca ll y identified respondent-
friend pairs were compared to 62 non-friendship pairs; t hese 62 non-
friend (but like-gender) pairs were random ly formed from those 41 
individual s not in a pair and the 87 individua l s who were . Any 
randomly formed pair was eliminated that included an individual named 
by the other as one of the three best friends . 
The discriminant function s generated for classifi cation were able 
to correct ly predict 59 .5% of the pairs of individuals (Table 11) . 
Chance alone would have allowed 50% correct classi fication. However , 
thi s 9.5% better-than-chance c lassi fi cation was not statistically 
s ignificant. The eigenvalue (a ratio of friend/non-friend group 
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variance to within-groups var iance ) was a low .03 . The canonical 
correlation, a measure of t he re lationship between the discriminant 
scores and the actual group membership, was also low (.17). The Wilk's 
Lambda significance of .55, an indicator in the discriminant procedure 
of between-groups differences, confirmed the ANaYA statistics given 
above. All of these measures of significance suggested that the 
slightly successful categorization was more likely due to chance than 
to real discriminating power based on frie nd ship similarities . 
Tab le 11 
Discriminant Analysis Classification Results 
Actual .!l 
Non-friends 62 
Friends 49 
Predicted .!l 
Non-friends 
37 
20 
Friends 
25 
29 
Note. Percent of pair's correctly classified: 59.5% 
H = 62, 49; non-friend, friendship pairs, respectively. 
Hypothesis 3: There is a greater proportion of like global IDS 
classifications (diffused, foreclosed, moratorium, and achieved) among 
friendship pairs than non -f riends. 
A comparison of the like-IDS frequencies across the four lOSs for 
friend and non-friend pairs was made with a cross tabulation (Table L-l 
through L-4 in Appendix L). IDS is a categorical variable determined 
by the criteria previously discussed. Crosstabulations of the pure 
statuses, with low profile moratoriums and transitions collapsed as per 
Adams , Bennion, and Huh (1987), were generated for friends and non-
friends for both the 0.5 an 1.0 cutoff rules. 
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The pattern that emerged from the cross-tabulations parallels that 
of the respondent with friend correlations and discriminant analysis 
above. Irrespective of the cutoff rule employed or whether friends or 
non-friends were used, inspection, and a chi- square test (questionable 
validity due to insufficient cel l sizes) indicated no statistically 
significant re lati onship between the global statuses of friends. 
A qualitative examination of the cross tabulations indi cated that 
the 1.0 cutoff rule produced a preponderance of like-status moratorium 
pairs (most of which arose due to status classification collapsing). 
Nevertheless, the insufficient cell sizes made valid tests of 
statistical signif icance unlikely (88% and 94%, respectively, of the 
0.5 and 1.0 cu t off cell sizes had less than five units of analysis). 
Since a comparison of the cross tabulation diagonals provided the 
c learest indication of friend versus non-friend differences in 
similarities, a i-test was carried out. The within-pair status matches 
were coded and compared across friend and non-friend pairs. As Table 
12 shows, there were no significant differences between status matches 
for friend and non-friend pairs (Q =.28 for the 0.5 cutoff rule and 
Q =.90 for 1.0 cutoff rule). 
Table 12 
T-tests and Percentages for Comparison of Matched Status 
Classifications of Friendship vers us Non-friendship Pair s 
Percent Matched 
Cutoff 1. Q Friends H Non-friends H 
0.5 1.09 78.28 42% 
1.0 .23 103 .81 52% 
37 
48 
47% 
54% 
43 
57 
59 
Note. Pooled variance estimate was used with two-tailed probability 
since [ va lue for comparing distribution variances was non-significant 
for both the 0.5 and 1.0 cutoff [;1.29 Q;.44 and [;1 .0 Q;.97, 
respectively). 
Hypotheses Involving Friendship 
Strengths, Qualities, and Duration 
For hypotheses four, five, and six, similarities in perceived 
friendship strength, quality, and duration were examined. The samples 
for these statistical tests included the 40 pairs wherein individuals 
responded specifically with reference to each other on the FSQ and 
seven other pairs to form a total of 87 pair combinations. This was 
possible because an examination of a respondent's perceptions about the 
friend allowed each of the 40 pairs to be 'formed into two units of 
ana lysis . Reversing the identified respondent in the 40 reciprocal 
pairs doubles the statistical unit sample size to 80. These 80 pairs 
were then combined with the other seven pairs in which an individual's 
responses was not reciprocated on the FSQ . 
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In addition, it i s not ed that both the original FSQ and the MFQ 
(generated in the fa ctor anal ys i s ) were used as measures of frie ndsh ip 
strengths and qualities i n all appropriate analyses . 
Hypothesis 4: The IDL similarity of friends correlates with the 
perception of friendship strength and quality (FSQ) subscales . 
The mean friendship strength score for the friend or non-friend 
pair was defined as the average of the two individuals' friendship 
strength scale scores: 
RFS + FFS 
MFS = ---
2 
Where: MFS is "mean friendship strength " 
RFS is the "respondent " friendship strength score 
FFS is the "friend" friendship strength score 
Calcu lated similarity (PS) scores for each friend ship pair were 
corre lated wit h the respondent, friend, and mean friendship strength 
(MFS) score. 
An examinati on of Tables 13 and 14 reveals no significant 
corre lati ons at the p < .05 level except between similarity in 
achievement scores and intimacy (p < .01) . Again, alpha inflation (.87 
and .76 for the correlation matri ces ) negates making any meaningful 
interpretation of those i so lated significant correlations. 
Table 13 
Correlations of Identity Status Level Similarities (PS) with Original 
Friendship Strengths/Qualities Questionnaire Subscales 
Identity Statuses 
Friendship Scale Diffused Foreclosed Moratorium Achieved 
Confl ict .05 .07 .00 -.16 
Commonalities - .01 .08 -.04 - .17 
He 1 p/Loya lty .17 .21* .00 -.01 
Intimacy -.07 .00 -.15 -.22* 
Rec i proc ity .09 .10 - . 05 -.08 
Trust .03 . 12 -.09 -.15 
Time .11 . 06 .05 - . 13 
Strength -.01 .15 .12 -.10 
MFS' .03 .22 -. 11 -.12 
Qua 1. , Tot .07 .13 - .05 .. 17 
Qua 1., Weighted .03 .19 -.10 -.17 
Note . Ii = 87, * Q<.05 alpha inflation = 1-{1-alpha)**40 = .87. 
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a: Ii=40, due to need for unduplicated individuals in friendship pairs. 
Table 14 
Corre lations of Identity Status Level Similarities with Modified 
Friendship Qualities Questionnaire (MFQ) Subscales 
I dent ity Statuses 
Friendship Scale Diffused Foreclosed Moratorium Achieved 
Trust/lntimacy .07 .14 - .06 - .09 
Common a 1 it ies .02 .01 .10 - .11 
Conflict . 11 .17 -.04 -.15 
Consensus -.13 -.04 -.11 -.21 
Independence -.12 .Q3 -.10 -. 28** 
Compat ibi 1 ity .24* .12 -.01 .07 
Strength -.09 .13 -.13 -.12 
Strength, meana -.Q5 .22 -.12 -.14 
Note. N = 150, * Q<.05 ** Q<.Ol. alpha inflation 1-(1-alpha)**28 
0.76 -
ali = 40, due to need of unduplicated ind ividuals in friendship pairs 
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Hypothesis 5: The identity level (lOLl similarities of friends is 
positively correlated with perceived friendship duration . 
Each of the four similarity (PS) scores was correlated with the 
perceived friendship duration scores. A regression analysis was 
performed to indicate the ability of the four PS scores to predict 
perceived friendship duration . Each of the four identity similarity 
(PS) scores was correlated with individual's perceived friendship 
durati on and the pairs mean perceived friendship duration scores. The 
mean perceived friendship duration score was defined as the average of 
the two individuals ' percei ved duration scores: 
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RDS - FDS 
MFD 
2 
Where: MFD is "mean friendship duration " 
RDS is the "respondent " duration score 
FDS is the "friend " duration score 
A regression analysis was also performed to indicate the ability of the 
four PS scores to predict perceived friendship duration. 
The correlational analysis indicated no consistent relationship 
between perceived friendship duration (by individuals [respondent and 
friend] or by a average of the two) and identity status level 
similarity (Table 15). A single significant correlation between 
duration and diffused scores is questionable due to alpha inflation 
(adjusted alpha = .19) . These results logically follow previous 
Table 15 
Correlations Between Friendship Duration and Identity Status Level 
Similarities 
Identity Status 
Diffused 
Foreclosed 
Moratorium 
Achieved 
Perceived Friendship Duration 
Individual's Perceiveda 
.23* 
-.02 
.19 
-.04 
Mean Perceivedb 
.25 
.00 
.18 
-.05 
Note. Correlation: Mean (across the four statuses) p-tile Similarity x 
Perceived Friendship Duration = .16, ns. 
a: N = 87. 
b: H = 40 (due to need for reciprocated FSQ measure) . 
2-tailed sig * Q<.05 adjusted alpha = 1-(I-alpha)**4 .19 
results showing no distinction between similarities of friend versus 
non-friend pairs. As expected, given the significant (Q<.05) 
correlation of an individual's perceived duration with diffusion 
scores, the regression analysis generated a corresponding bivariate 
function (R2 = .05, Beta = .23, sig I = .04). 
Hypothesis 6: Perceived friendship strength has a positive 
correlation with perceived friendship duration. 
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Each individual's friendship strength and quality subscales and 
quality total scores were correlated wit h perceived friendship duration 
scores. In addition, ~ friend sh ip strength scores of those 40 
friendship pairs reciprocating on the FSQ were correlated with mean 
friendship duration scores. Since these were both assumed to be ratio-
level ·data, Pearson correlations were used. 
Neither a correlational (Table 16) nor regression analysis 
indicated a relationship between the perceived strength of a friendship 
and the perceived friendship duration (by the respondent, by the 
friend, or by an average of the two). These results also follow from 
the previous results indicating no differences or similarities of 
friend versus non-friend pairs. 
Table 16 
Correlations Between Perceived Friendship Duration and Perceived 
Friendship Strength and Qualities 
Perceived Friendship Duration 
Subscales FSQ Subscales MFQ Subscales 
Strength .Q9 
Strength, meana .01 
Strength .05 
Strength, meana -.04 
Trust/lntimacy -.08 
Trust -.02 
Intimacy -.06 
Commona 1 it i es .10 .22* 
Confl i ct -.09 - . 18* 
Consensus .03 
Independence .03 
Compatibil ity .03 
Rec i proc ity -.10 
Time .08 
He 1 p/Loya lty - .05 
Qua 1. Tot .00 
Qua 1. Tot, weighted -.01 
Note . FSQ= original Friendship Strength/Qualities Questionnaire. 
MFQ= Modified Friendship Qualities Questionnaire. 
li = 128, 2-tailed sig * Q<.05 . Adjusted alpha = 1-{1-alpha)**17 
.62. 
ali=40, due to need for reciprocated FSQ measure. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
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In the present study it was hypothesized that friends would be 
more similar than non-friends in levels of identity status (e.g., 
achievement, moratorium, foreclosure, and diffusion). Within this 
friend/non-friend dichotomous compar i son, it was also postulated that a 
friend's assessment of the strength/qualities and longevity of his or 
her friendship wou ld be related to the degree of status similarity. 
The findings from both paper-pencil measures and in-depth 
interviews seem clear; results were consistent across all measures and 
for both the full sample and interview subsamp le. Contrary to 
expectations, friends were no more similar in their ego identity status 
tnan non-friends. Paralleling this lack of differentiation between 
statu ses of friends and non-friends, neither perceived 
strength /qualities nor perceived friendship duration appears to be 
rel ated to identity status similar ities. For this sample and for the 
identity content areas examined (i.e., occupation, religion, 
recreation, gender roles) friends apparently operate within identity 
states and through identity processes which concur no more than non-
friends. 
It is suggested that the necessary acceptance of the null 
hypotheses provides unforeseen but valuable direction for proposed 
reevaluations about the nature of ear ly adolescent friendsh ips. 
Conclusions and impressions about the meaning of the results will be 
offered in the following sections. Findings with respect to identity 
similarities, friendship strength, qualities , and duration wil l be 
examined, post hoc analyses offered in support of those findings, and 
alternative explanations advanced. In addition, the procedural 
limitations of the present study an d recommendations for future 
methodological and theoreti cal directio ns are explored. 
Hypotheses 
All analyses of the given hypotheses explored the relationship 
between ego identity status and theoretically related indicators of 
friendship strengt h, quality, and duration . Friendship strength, 
quality, and duration were all presumed to be a window to possible 
reciprocal associations between friends' identity status profiles . 
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However, the hypotheses fell into two relatively distinct assessment 
approaches. At one level was the s imple dichotomy of friend pairs 
ver sus non-friend pairs. Thi s obvious and clear differentiation had 
the potential for the mo st distinct comparisons of identity status 
level s with friendship strength. The second level involved graded 
(ass umed interval level) perceptions involving (a) direct inquiries 
about perceived strength and duration of a friendship and (b) indirect 
assessment of strength via assumptions about qualities in a friendship. 
Therefore, in the discussion that follows, the categorica l and interval 
evaluations of strength will initially be evaluated separately. 
Identity Si milar it ies--Friendship vs 
Non-Fri endship Pairs 
Hypothesis 1: A positive correlation exists between the identity 
levels (lOl) of friends. 
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For this test of like IDL similarities between friends, the 
associations of primary interest fell on the diagonal of the 
correlation matrix (as presented in Table 10). Based on these figures, 
it mu st, as previou s ly stated, be concluded that within the context of 
this study , fri en ds shared no commonality in their status levels. 
As furth er conf i rmation, the complete correlation matrix (Table 
17) was examined to see if there were other between-friend associations 
of IDL that might have been apparent. These correlations show 
theoretically and statistically inconsistent correlations. Alpha 
inflation is a probable contributor to the apparently spurious 
correlations . Correction ind icates a statistically more appropriate 
adjusted alpha of 0.56. 
Table 17 
Reciprocal Friendship Pairs: Correlations Between Identity Status 
Levels of Respondent and Friend 
Respondent's Identity Status Level (IDL) 
Friend's IDL Diffused Foreclosed Moratorium Achieved 
Diffused .10 -.03 . 14 -.03 
Foreclosed . 02 .05 -.12 -.33* 
Moratorium .02 .06 -.07 -.05 
Achieved -.10 -.15 -. 09 .11 
Note . IDL Identity Status Level. 
alpha inflation: Actual alpha = 1-(I-alpha)**16 .56. 
2-tailed sig: * Q< . 05 . li = 49. 
Going one step further, a comparison of the friendship pa ir 
correlations with non-friend pairs (Table 18) also il lum inates the 
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alpha infl ation problem. At the p = .05 level, the non-friend pairs 
had t wo signifi can t corre lations, while friendship pairs had only one 
(and for va ri ables different than either of the significant non-friend 
correlations). Also of note is that none of the significant 
correlations were mirrored across the corre lation matri x. Under purely 
random distributions, one wo uld expect an approximate mirror image of 
va lues acros s the diagonal. An across-diagonal likenes s would follow 
since the assignment of re spondent and friend was arbitrary within each 
friendship pair. It appear s that some instability in statis tics arises 
from multiple pairwise examination of relationships wi thin a relatively 
small sampl e. 
Table 18 
Non-friendship Pairs: Correlations Between Respondent and Non-friend 
Respondent's Identity Status Level (IOL) 
Non-Friend IDL Diffused Foreclosed Moratorium 
Diffused . 30* - . 09 -.07 
Foreclosed - .06 - .05 -.14 
Moratorium -.04* -.11 -.11 
Achieved -.01 .04 .05 
Note. IDL Identity Status Level. 
alpha inflation: Actual alpha = 1-(I-alpha)**16 .56. 
2-tailed sig: * Q<.05. 
li = 62. 
Achieved 
-.26* 
.01 
-.08 
.15 
Further evidence concerning friends' similarities comes from a 
qualitative examination of the subsample of interviewees . The 
percentile rank for identity level (IDL) scores of these s ixteen 
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frie ndship pairs is gi ven in Tables M-6 through M-10 in Appendi x M. A 
comparison of individuals within pairs visually suggests many more 
differences than s imilarities for the total, interpersonal, and 
ideological status leve ls . 
Given this compari son between the full samp le and subsample , it 
may be important to note that the mean responses to the EOMEIS by the 
interviewees were not significantly different than those of the full 
sample (Table 19) . This finding provides evidence that the 
interviewees were a representative subsample of the full sample. 
Table 19 
Comparison of EOMEIS Scores of Full Sample with 
Friendship Pair Interviewees 
EOMEIS Status LevelScores 
Status Mean SD Min Max 
Full Sample 
Diff 46 . 5 10.3 21 77 
Fore 42 .8 14.5 16 78 
Mora 55.3 10.7 27 79 
Achi 66.4 9.5 44 90 
Interviewees 
Diff 46.1 9.3 30 67 
Fore 40.3 13.8 17 65 
Mora 53.7 10.2 27 70 
Achi 66 . 2 9.0 48 85 
Note . Using an ANOVA procedure, there were no significant sample 
differences across status levels at the Q<.05 level 
~ = 128, for full sample and ~ = 16 (pairs), for interviewees 
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Hypothesis 2: Identity profiles (lOP) of friendship pairs are 
more similar than non-friendship pairs. 
A discriminant analysis was unable to produce functions that could 
predict whether a given pair were friends or just a random pairing of 
non -friends. Congruous with the lack or inter-friend identity status 
correlations above , those same identity status levels could not 
discriminate friends from non-friends. 
Visual inspection of the status similarity (PS) means of 
respondents and their friends (Table 20) also provides confirmatory 
information illustrating why there were statistical difficulties in 
discriminating friend from non-friendship pairs. There is little 
difference in the mean similarities for the friends and non-friends, 
with non-friend pairs showing greater similarities on two of four 
status levels. An ANOVA procedure showed no statistically significant 
differences (no Q< . 05) between friend and non-friend pairs across each 
of the four ego identity statuses. 
Table 20 
Percentage Similarity (PS) on Identity Statuses Based on the Extended 
Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status (EOMEIS) Subscale Means 
Identity Status Level Similarities 
Group Diffused Foreclosed Moratorium Achieved 
Non-friend 47.2 (29) 51.7 (30) 49.2 (29) 43.3 (25) 
Friend 49.6 (26) 48.8 (27) 47.8 (29) 51.5 (26) 
Note. Standard deviations given in parentheses. No differences were 
significant at Q<.05. 
tl = 62 and, 49, non-friend, friendship pairs, respectively. 
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Again, the inter viewees provide an i n- depth look at an analogous 
kind of identity profil e . A constru ction of what is called a status 
propor tion profile allows another qualitati ve comparison of individuals 
within pairs. A status proportion is s imply the number of times an 
individual was classified into a given status, divided by eight, the 
number of content areas . The four status proportions make a profile . 
In spection of Table M-3 , Appendix M demonstrates the variety of 
identity types in friendships. 
Hypothesis 3: Proportions of like identity status classifications 
(IDS) among friendship pairs is greater than among non-friendship 
pairs. 
Again, the various comparisons of matches in identity statuses 
(IDS) demonstrate that there are no meaningful differences between 
friends or randomly paired non-friends (Tables L-1 to L-4 in Appendix 
L) . Using the cutoff rules for the full sample or the Status Interview 
criteria for the subsample leads one to the same conclusion. 
Arbitrarily assigned friendship pairs match in status classifications 
no more or less than actual mutual friends. Even the approximately 
50% match when using the 1.0 cutoff rule of Adams, Bennion, and Huh 
(1987) was shared by pairs of both friends and non-friends. The use of 
the stricter cutoff rule (1.0 rather than 0.5) inevitably resulted in a 
much higher proportion of moratoriums, most of these individuals being 
a part of the sample that was classified as low-profile moratoriums 
because they could not meet any of the cutoffs. 
The EOMEIS status cutoffs met by the interviewee subsample (with 
both the 0.5 and 1.0 cutoff criteria) were compared qualitatively 
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(Table M-l and M- 2 in Appendix M). As with the full sample, frequency 
of matches between friends was very low, with only one (a 1.0 cutoff) 
exact match and four (0.5 cutoff) partial matches. 
Data from the classifications in content areas for the interviewee 
subsample also augment the results of the cross tabular analysis. For 
eight content areas, the mean number of respondent-friend matches was 
3.0 (SO = 1.3) out of a possible eight content areas (Table 21). Only 
two friendship pairs matched on more than four of the eight content 
areas (see Table M-4, Appendix M). Matches in the interpersonal 
content area domain were slightly greater than the ideological domain 
(l.B versus 1.3, out of a possible B; 2Q's = 0.9 and 1.0, 
respectively), but not significantly different at the Q<.05 level. 
Further documentation concerning friends' non-similarities comes from a 
qualitative inspection of interviewees' status classifications across 
individual content areas (Table M-l and M-2 in Appendix M). Within the 
sample and assessment constraints of this study, the evidence points to 
a distinct lack of identity status similarity among adolescent friends. 
Table 21 
Friendship Pair Similarity in Total Interview Sample; Mean Number 
of Status Matches in Content Domains (Ideological/Interpersonal) 
Domains Mean (SO) Min Max 
All(B) 3.0 (1.3) 6 
Ideol(4) 1.3 (1.0) 0 3 
Inter(4) 1.B (0.9) 0 3 
H 16 (pairs) 
Hypotheses for Identity Si mil arities: 
Perceived Strength, Qualities, 
and Duration 
Hypothesis 4: Identity level similarities (PS) are correlated 
with perceived friendship strength/quality. 
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In the first of the hypotheses addressing the associations between 
identity and friendship strengths/qualities, and duration, no 
meaningful relationships were found. Ident ity level similarities for 
each of the status subscales (e.g. , diffused, foreclosed, moratorium, 
achieved) do not s ignifi cant ly corre late wit h subscales that directl y 
addre ss friendship strength. The few relat ionships found to be 
significant are called into question, given the issue of alpha 
inflation (adjusted alpha ; .87 and .76 for FSQ and MFQ, respectively). 
Neither do they correlate with subscal es that indicate friendship 
strength indirectly, through qualities of a friendship previously shown 
to be related to the strength subs cale. 
Upon further consideration, it seemed that only comparing 
friendship strengths / qualitie s across individua l statuses might not be 
capturing the desired relationships . Simply having a high si mil arity 
in a given status level would not necessarily be proportional to a 
given friendship characteristic. For example, the individual s in a 
friend pair may both have very high matching scores or very low 
matching scores on the achievement sca le. In either instance, the 
percentage similar ity could be ident ica l. Yet, theoretically, low 
achievers may not neces sari ly respond to friendship scale items the 
same as high achievers. A potentially more meaningful identity 
variable to examine friendship similarity might be the average 
similarity across all status levels. 
A mean percentage status level similarity was calculated as 
follows : 
Where: MPS 
PSA 
PSM 
PSF 
PSD 
PSA + PSM + PSF + PSD 
MPS = 
4 
"Mean Percentage Similarity" 
"Ach ieved Percentage Similarity" 
"Moratorium Percentage Similarity" 
"Foreclosed Percentage Similarity 
"Diffused Percentage Similarity" 
This mean percentage similarity (MPS) was then correlated with all 
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friendship quality/strength subscales for both the original FSQ and the 
modified MFQ. 
Table 22 exhibits the results for the alternate approach of using 
an overall measure of status similarity (mean percentage similarity) to 
test the associations between friendship strength/qualities. As 
before, and in support of the non-similarities of friends' identity 
statuses, there were no significant findings. It is. worthwhile to note 
that the FSQ an MFQ were attempting to measure statistical differences 
within friendship pairs that would likely be of lesser magnitude than 
non-friend pairs. Therefore, it is not surprising, given previous null 
results with the quite distinct friend/non-friend comparisons, that the 
hypothesized relationships were not found. 
Table 22 
Correlations Between Mean Percentile Similar ity 
Across All Statuses and Friendship Oualities and 
Strength Subscales 
Subscales FSQ Subscales MFQ Subscales 
Strength -.04 
Strength, meana .03 
Strength 
-.10 
Strength, meana - .05 
Trust/lnt imacy .02 
Trust 
-.04 
Intimacy -.20 
Commona 1 it i es -.07 .02 
Conf 1 ict -.02 .03 
Consensus 
- .22 
Independence 
-.21 
Compatibility .19 
Reciprocity .02 
Time .04 
He 1 p/Loya lty .16 
Qualities Tot 
-.02 
Tot, weighted - .03 
Note. FSQ= original friend ship Strength and Qualities 
Questionnaire. MFQ= Modified Friendship Qualities 
Questionnaire. No correlations significant at 2-tailed Q<.05 
.t! = 89. 
a.t!=40, due to use of reciprocated friendship measures need for 
unduplicated individuals in friendship pairs. 
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Hypothesis 5: Identity level similarities (PS) of friends are 
correlated with perceived friendship duration. 
The second hypothesis dealing with the relationship between 
identity and measured friendship characteristics examined friendship 
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duration. While longevity of a friendship does not necessarily imply 
a stronger friendship, it was initially thought that friends in a 
longer lasting friendship might have a greater mutual influence upon 
one another's identity status. Again, no consistent correlations 
emerged. Apparently, within the parameters of this sample and the 
measures used, the perceived length of friendship is not associated 
with an individual's diffused, foreclosed, moratorium, or achieved 
status characteristics . 
Hypothesis 6: Perceived friendship strength is correlated with 
perceived friendship duration. 
The hypothesis that friends' perceptions about the strength 
(and/or related qualities) of their friendship would be related to 
perceptions about the longevity of their friendship proved to be 
incorrect. Others have reported changes in qualities over time . 
Hunter and Youniss (1982) reported a consistent increase in friendship 
intimacy from grade seven to college undergraduates. Berndt's (1992) 
study reported that friendship stability was associated with both 
social and academic adjustment during adolescence. These or similar 
attributes were not found in this study. Irrespective of the measure 
of duration, a longer lasting friendship did not necessarily imply the 
perception of a stronger friendship. This lack of association 
persisted through the several direct and indirect (i.e., friendship 
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qualities ) assessments of friend ship strength. Though certain 
qu a l i ti es, such as the aforementioned characteristics of intimacy and 
soci al adju stment, may change with age, the present data indi cate 
little or no change attributable to friendship duration. It may 
require new friendships to facilitate changes. Like habits, old 
interpersonal interactional patterns may be difficult to modify within 
an establi shed friendship. 
Summary 
Early adolescent friends appear to be similar on many socio-
demographic variables, such as substance use, personality, and attitude 
variables (Kandel, 1978a, b; Epstein, 1989). Nevertheless, ego 
identity status is apparently not included in the domain of similitude. 
It appears that early adolescents often befriend those different than 
themselves in identity states and processes. Several potential 
contributing factors explaining these unexpected findings follow. 
Propinquity and Peer Group Influences 
While certain key characteristics might need to be in concordance, 
early adolescents seem to form friendship pairs based on attributes not 
strongly related to issues of personal identity as defined by the 
measures employed. Early adolescents may have only barely started a 
conscious choosing of friends. New friendships possibly develop 
largely because of propinquity rather than an active searching and 
selection process. Kandel (1978a, b) reported that the greatest 
similarity in friendships was based on grade level. Epstein (1989, p. 
167) concludes that " . . . the establishment of patterns of proximity ... " 
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in schools is a primary influence on contact between students, a kind 
of "micropropinquity." In addition, the available pool of potential 
friends can be quite limited due to the power that peer group pressures 
can exert, resulting in selective exclusion of many individuals 
(Cairns, Neckerman, & Cairns, 1989). A more purposeful choice of a 
friend, one that might share common identity characteristics, may occur 
only after a break from the typical secondary school environment 
concomitant with greater mobility (an expansion of the propinquity 
IIradius"). 
Identity Status Traits 
Friendship content area. Characteristic identity traits of early 
adolescence may contribute to the lack of identity similarity in 
friendship pairs. An examination of identity statuses within just the 
friendship content area shows a greater percentage of participants 
classified in the statuses representing lower commitment (moratorium 
and diffused). Using the 0.5 cutoff rule, 68% of the individuals 
classified were moratorium or diffused. The 1.0 cutoff generated 79% 
membership in the two lower commitment statuses. In a parallel 
fashion, 18 of 32 interviewees (56%) were in the moratorium or diffused 
statuses, according to the results of the lSI. While this is just over 
half, a purely non-quantitative preliminary evaluation of interview 
data fostered a sense that, in fact, only the foreclosed individuals 
tended to have friends more similar (mainly in religion and common 
activity interests). Individuals stronger in achievement identity 
characteristics most often expressed a desire to befriend those quite 
different than themselves . In concordance, within 10 of 13 friendship 
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pair s queried in the interviews, each friend identified a different 
peer group (cl ique) membership. Again, it is not unreasonable that low 
interpersonal commitment coupled with a propensity for exploration 
would encourage an adolescent's interest in a wider variety of friends. 
Another related identity factor may have played a role in the lack 
of identity similarity of adolescent friends. As Archer and Waterman 
proposed (1990), early adolescents may have only scarcely ventured into 
developmental domains germane to identity self-assessment. There may 
be a lower " ... 'age-appropriate' ... " (Archer, 1982, p. 1555) limit to 
identity formation. It seems that what Arc her and Waterman (1990) 
termed pre-crises identity diffusion may contribute significantly to 
the identity state of individuals in this sample (Archer & Waterman, 
1983 ; Jones & Streitmatter, 1987) . The respondents in this study were 
early adolescents, mostly in grade nine (62%) and ten (38%), with a 
mean age of 14.6 years. These early adolescents were also from a very 
stable community, from largel y intact families, and living in an 
environment probably atypical in its sense of serenity. It may be 
that, particularly for these student s, a delay occurs in the onset of 
appropriate normative crises to trigger movement in identity 
development. The individuals who volunteered for this study were 
potentially quite undifferentiated and/or non-directed in their 
identity processes, specifically in the friendship content area of 
identity. If diffusion-like traits typify many adolescents' less 
discriminating life choices, it would make sense that parallel 
psychosocial development with respect to friendships would be less 
1 ikely. 
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The rationale above might seem to logically argue for a greater 
friends hi p status si mil arity than fo und in this study. Namely, if the 
diffu sed ident i ty status is more appropr iate to the age group of this 
s tudy, then one might expect like- statu s diffused friendship pair s to 
be mo re numerous . What i s being argued here is that it is an age-
appropr iate low awareness of identity issues (a diffused trait) coupled 
wi th lower commitments (a trait shared by all but the foreclosed 
status) that inhibits identity status s imilarities among friend s . 
All content areas. Most individuals classifiab le by the EOMEIS 
(using Adams, Bennion, and Huh 's 1987 criteria) were assessed as 
achieved, moratorium , or diffused (0.5 cutoff: 85%; 1.0 cutoff: 90%). 
Individuals categorized into the se sta tuses all appear to exhibit 
either no commitment or commitments which, according to identity 
theory, are relatively open to change. Low identity commitments and/or 
openness to exploration expressed by all the status classifications 
except foreclosure would encourage a heterogeneity of all friendship 
qualities, including those processes and states related to identity 
statuses . 
In addition, the sub sample interviews revealed that a majority of 
individuals seemed barely cogni zant of identity-related questions 
related to many of the other content areas. Most appeared to have had 
little awareness of issues related generally to separation, 
individuation, future viewing, and a need to develop one's self . 
Evidence of questioning and curiosity was certai nly exhibited but, 
overall, movement was still in directions set by the family and social 
environments. Typical responses to inquiry, particularly in the 
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ideological content areas, were " ... really don't care that much ... ," 
" ... doesn't matter right now ... , " " ... I'm only in ninth grade ... ," and 
" ... don't have to worry about that yet ... ". Consider the biological 
revolution occurring within. The average early adolescent taking those 
first awkward pubertal steps, and in the midst of discovering their 
sexuality, are exerting great effort to just keep from looking 
incompetent in front of their peers, male and female. Identity 
activities, including purposeful exploration and conscious self-
evaluation about personal commitments, are probably being left for 
later adolescence (Archer & Waterman, 1983). This less purposeful 
state in identity may also be reflected in less intentional se lection 
of friends. 
The point salient to the present study is that early adolescent 
friendships may quite naturally lack similarity in identity status. 
Hindsight evaluation of the identity construct and reflection on 
friends' descriptions provide rat ional alternative explanations for the 
null results of this study. The data and aforementioned considerations 
suggest that propinquity, socia l settings of schools, and pre-crises 
lack of identity commitments may be three factors contributing to 
"friendship identity heterogeneity." 
Implications 
The finding of non- sim ilarity of identity status in friendships 
suggests future research. First, there is need for codification of the 
identity construct and further development of more sensitive measures 
to test the possibility that status-similarity may be, in fact, a 
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reality. The same attention is needed to integrate the concept s of 
friendship strengths / qualities . This author advocates modification of 
both paper-pencil measures and interview protocols, as outlined in 
comments below. In this author's view, this study clearly displayed 
the value of an emphasis on the probing opportunities provided by a 
semi - structured interview. The interviews not only corroborated the 
results in the full sample, they also provided valuable insights to the 
null findi ngs. 
It is highly desirable to extend this project to track these 
friendship pairs through their high school years. An across-time study 
of the dynamics, both within stable friendships and through newly 
forming and dissolving peer relationships, is necessary to adequately 
test identity similarities. And if simi larities are found as these 
respondents mature, more important questions arise. Are identity 
si milarities , if they do appear over time, due to increasing 
preferential selection or a result of reciprocal influences? Of utmost 
importance is the gleaning of friendship-related factors that may 
causally impact the identity development of adolescents. 
As an example of the possible value of pursuing this line of 
identity research, Jones (1992) has reviewed several studies indicating 
that several adolescent deviant behaviors, including chemical use and 
abuse, sc hool dropout, pregnancy, and sexually transmitted disease, are 
associated with identity diffu sion. Jones (in press) advocates 
interventions that would reduce the occurrence of identity diffusion by 
promoting healthy psychosocial development. The part that knowledge of 
adolescent friendship s might contribute to intervention designs is 
likely to be great . 
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Friends may be a source of powerful influences affecting an 
adolescent's psychosocial development but these influences can only be 
uncovered with appropriate research designs. Experience gained in the 
present study leads this author to recommend a mixed longitudinal 
between-groups and single-subject design. Continued intensive 
monitoring of a small group of friendship pairs could provide insights 
to develop testable hypotheses using larger between-groups designs. 
On-going, semi-quantitative, but flexible observations with the 
interviewees can overcome the inconsistency and lack of statistical 
power inherent in a small sample with the statistical strength of 
multiple observations aimed at larger, more meaningful effect sizes. 
Through these mixed research approaches, we may have the highest 
probability of discovering what mutual effects exist between adolescent 
friends. 
Limitations 
Several factors limit the internal and external validity of the 
present study. Sampling constraints, leading to a biased and 
relatively homogeneous and specific set of group characteristics, 
negatively impact the generalizability of conclusions. Methodologica~ 
limitations, particularly with respect to instrumentation (both paper-
pencil and interview) produced threats to internal validity. What 
follows are the identification and concomitant recommendations aimed at 
guiding continued research on friendship and identity development. 
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Sample Characteris t ics 
Soc iodemographics of the ava ilable samp le population automatically 
limit the generalizability of these fi ndings. As demonstrated above, 
the participants in this study came from a community with a narrow 
range of characteristics. The next factor was the difficulty gaining 
access to the desired high sc hool age population. Local school 
district and campus administrative policies constra ined the available 
sample to a fraction; grade 9 and 10 students enrolled in English 
classes during first trimester became the potential respondent pool. 
At the third level , the respondents were vo luntary, and therefore self-
selected . Again, due to administrative constraints, volunteers needed 
to be willing to take home and return parental permission forms, 
complete and return measures requiring about one hour outside sc hool 
time, and do this for no more than altru istic motivations. Even the 
$10 incentive offered to interviewees did not always ensure compliance 
with the requirement of the study- -two friendship pairs specif ical ly 
recommended by a school counse lor because of their atypical personality 
traits presented a chall enge for gaining cooperation . 
There are several recommendations to reduce these threats to 
validity due to sample inadequacies. A researcher interested in the 
adolescent population needs to procure funding that would allow 
extension to other communities, if only to facilitate generation of 
measures appropriate to more diverse populations. More effective 
demonstrations of the value of this type of study must be made to 
sc hool offic ials and teaching staff. It is also imperative that only 
those settings where ~ student s can be accessed and assessed during 
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regular school hours are included. Respondents for in-depth interviews 
still need motivational incentives. Monetary offers induce interest 
but most potential respondent s al so probably need to believe their 
participation is personally important, if only because they feel it is 
an altruistic effort on their part. Establishment of persona l rapport 
and explanations of the study are probably as important as a cash 
incentive. 
Instrumentation 
Inadequacy of mea sures. Assessment methodologies were another 
major threat to internal validity. Inadequate operat ionalization of 
concepts in the measures may have missed important aspects of identity 
and friendship. Some (i.e., Archer & Waterman, 1990; Berzonsky, 1992; 
Kroger, 1992) believe that the present status paradigm (particularly as 
is operationalized by the EOMEIS) is incomp lete and potentia ll y 
mis leading. For example, Kroger (1992, p. 126) offers the opinion, 
" . . . the identity status model is not we ll suited for ... age groups other 
than late adolescents ... a diffusion rating does not hold the 
implications of structural arrest that are present in late 
ado lescence." 
What does identity, knowing who you are and being comfortable with 
it, really mean--and within which content areas? Is the concept of 
identity one that is global enough to assess wit hout the need of 
arbitrar ily chosen content areas? Grotevant's (1992) and Berzonsky's 
(1992) recommendations for a process orientation coupled with an 
emphasis on self - theory (Berzonsky, 1992 ) appear to be the more 
effective approach. While content-specific items are probably 
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essent i al, it is more important to asses the nature of an individual' s 
process schema- -hi s or her openness to new informati on and how he or 
she deals wit h new information. The EOME IS ought to be modifi ed to de-
empha s i ze conten t areas or employ scori ng techniques allowing a type of 
profile score specific to identified co ntent areas of interest. 
Certainly the EOMEIS is not the onl y instrument in need of 
reevaluation. Modification and further validation of the FSQ (and MFQ , 
the modified version) is abso lutely necessary. Assessment of 
friend ship strengths and qualities also suffers from a diversity of 
rich but overlapping, and ambiguous conceptual definitions . Bukowski 
and Hoza's (1989, p. 34) review conc luded that the evidence for the 
validity of methods for assessing children's impressions of quality of 
their friendship s is "scarce." 
Regarding future extensions of the present study, it is 
recommended that (a) a semi-qu antitative content analysis is made of 
the taped interviews with respect to friendship and identity, (b) the 
content analysis is used to guide modification of interview protocols, 
and (c) the modified protocols are field tested. As a part of the 
field testing, tease out what individual s perceive to be most important 
in their friendships (as in Bukowski et al., 1987; La Gaipa, 1979) 
versus what commonalities appear to have emerged. One strategy might 
be to specifically explore hi stories of friendship formation--What were 
particular perceptions, circumstances, memorable early events, 
attractive traits, that lead to the friendship? What were desired 
traits? Look at very specifi c instrumental commonalities. It would be 
very important to follow these individua ls through the next few years 
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and explore changes versus stabilit ies in desires/actua liti es in 
friendship. Findings from the interview pil ot studies integrated with 
cyc les of instrument modification cou ld lead to a useful measure of 
friends hip strengths and qualities. 
Criteria for effective assessment tools must, I believe, 
ultimately arise out of qualitative evaluation with respect to the 
variables of interest; in this case, friendship strength, qualit ies, 
duration, and ide nt i ty statuses. Appropriate statistics ought to be 
employed only as a confirmatory guide for internal reliability. Non-
orthogonality of theoretical construct s and the nature of our symbolic 
language prevents any greater degree of meaning. Assessing the 
validity of a given instrument i s a circular issue to be resolved only 
by construct standardization by those working in a field of study. 
Cou ld the long-standing problems with communication of theoretical 
constructs be alleviated by an old idea--working within a limited core 
of three or four researchers. Such a group, working closely on a long-
term basis, could promote internally reliable and conceptually clear 
data. It is, of course, critical for this group to produce easily 
accessible visual, auditory, and written documentation of their 
findings. 
Administration of measures. In addition to threats due to 
inadequacy of the measures themselves, methods for administration of 
the measures were also far less than ideal. The paper-pencil measures 
were completed at times and places chosen by the respondents. Although 
specific directions for preferred self -administration conditions were 
included, qualitative evidence indicates little conformity with these 
preferences. As above, a sing le administra tor employing consistent 
guidance within a controllable setting (i.e., a classroom) would have 
the highest probability for ensuring instrument reliability. 
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Final ly, though done with awareness by the researcher, the 
interviews were not wholly consistent in structure or content . The 
interviews had an implicit field testing or "pilot" component . 
Interview protocol was varied with respect to the order of items (i.e., 
if through related responses, an 51 content area arose prematurely, it 
was completed at that time), depth of probing, and even in the manner 
items were presented. 50me content items were added as the interview 
progressed (e . g., "peer group membership?," "most important thing for a 
friend to be?"). Much valuable, a lbeit qualitative, information about 
item interpretation was gleaned from induced response variations for 
use in future modifications of interview protocols. 
Points raised above represent only a few i ssues that might impact 
future conclusions about friendship identity similarities. Identity 
status and friendship strength/qualities are two social-psychological 
foci still "adolescen t" in their own development. More general 
questions of friendship similarities ought not wait for these foci to 
conceptually and operationally mature; studies in identity similarity 
can continue in parallel with efforts to construct more effective 
measures. 
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APPENDIX A 
Family and Individual Demographics 
Table A-I 
Sociodemographics of Individuals in Full Sample and Those 
Involved in Interviews 
Percentage (unless noted) in Given Category 
Age (yr) 
l3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
22 
Mean Age (yr), S.D. 
Grade Level 
8 
9 
10 
11 
No response 
Mean Grade Level, S.D. 
Gender 
Female 
Male 
Ethnicity 
Anglo 
Oriental 
Native american 
Other 
No response 
Living With 
Both Mother and Father 
Mother 
Father 
Foster Parent(s) 
Alone 
Grandparent(s) 
Mother and Adoptive Father 
Mother and Stepfather 
Sister 
No response 
Full sample 
n = 128 
10% 
55 
38 
3 
2 
1 
14.6 (1.0) 
2% 
62 
34 
1 
2 
9.3 (.5) 
64% 
36 
77% 
1 
12 
2 
10 
70% 
13 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
10 
1 
1 
Interviewees 
n=32 
0% 
63 
34 
o 
3 
o 
14.4 (.7) 
0% 
81 
16 
3 
o 
9.2 (.5) 
50% 
50 
100% 
o 
o 
o 
o 
78% 
6 
o 
o 
o 
3 
o 
13 
o 
o 
98 
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Tabl e A-I (Continued) 
Percentage (unl ess noted) in Given Category 
Full sample Interviewees 
n = 128 n=32 
Residence 
House 91 97 
Apt / Condo/ Townhouse 8 3 
Trailer Home I 0 
No response 1% 0% 
Parental figure status 
Natural father: 
Married to mother 72% 78% 
Divorced from mother 4 3 
Remarried 14 13 
Single, Never Married 0 0 
Deceased 3 6 
Living (Unmarried) with Mother 1 0 
Other 2 0 
Natural Mother : 
Married to Father 73% 78% 
Divorced from Father 10 3 
Remarried 16 16 
Single, Never Married 0 0 
Living (Unmarried) with Father 1 0 
Parent's Educat i on Level 
Father: 
High School/Nongrad 3% 6% 
High School Grad 21 25 
2 yr Collar Tech Degree 17 22 
4 yr Col l /Univ Degree 28 28 
Masters/Doctoral Degree 23 9 
No response 7 9 
Mother: 
High Sc hool /Grad 4% 3% 
High Sc hool Grad 34 25 
2 yr Call or Tech Degree 17 12 
4 yr Co ll /Univ Degree 30 43 
Masters/Doctoral Degree 10 9 
No response 5 6 
Table A-I (continued) 
Percentage (unless noted) in Given Category 
Number of siblings 
Brothers 
Si sters 
Rel igion 
Religious Preference: 
Catholic 
Protestant 
LOS 
Agnostic 
Atheist 
No preference/Other 
Church attendance: 
Never 
Once per Week 
Twice or More per Week 
Once per Month 
2 to 3 Times per Month 
No response 
Focus of School Studies 
College Preparatory 
Homemaking 
Trade/ Technical 
Mu s ic 
Other 
No emp hasi s 
No response 
Grade point average 
At-risk behaviors 
Substance use (have tried): 
Cigarettes 
Alcohol 
Marijuana 
"In serious troubl e 
with the law" 
Had sexual intercourse: 
Full sample 
n = 128 
2.0 (1. 5) 
1.9 (1.4 ) 
3% 
2 
84 
1 
2 
9 
8% 
52 
22 
2 
5 
1 
38% 
1 
6 
2 
5 
41 
6 
3.1 (1.0) 
4% 
14 
2 
10 
9 
Interviewees 
n=32 
1.9 (1.3) 
1.7 (1.3) 
0% 
3 
84 
a 
6 
12 
9% 
47 
25 
0 
18 
a 
34% 
0 
9 
6 
9 
38 
3 
3.1 (1.0) 
9% 
31 
3 
13 
9 
Note. Standard Dev iations given in parentheses. 
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10# ____ _ 
03te ____ _ 
Family and Individual Characteristics Survey 
This survey is for learning about you and your family characteristics. All information will 
be kept Cpnfidential. Please re.pond to the best of your knowledge to li! items. A best 
hunch is better than no answer at all. Write an N.A. (-not applicable") for any items that 
don't apply to you. Write N.K. ("not known") for information that you have no idea 
about . 
I. What is your: 
al 
bl 
cl 
dl 
el 
fI 
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hi 
NAME: 
__________ IIast. first. middle initial! 
BIRTHDATE: 
________ (month . day. yearl 
AGE : 
GRADE: 
GENDER: 
Icheck onel 
ETHNICITY: 
Icheck onel 
1. 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
male 
Anglo 
Black 
Oriental 
REUGIOUS PREFER£NCE (check one): 
1. Catholic 5. 
2. Protestant 6. 
3 . LOS 7. __ _ 
2. female 
4. Native American 
5. Spanish/Hispanic 
6. _______ Other 
(please specify) 
Agnostic (not sure about beliefs I 
Atheist (do not believe in God) 
No Preference 
4. Jewish 8 . ______ _ Other (please specify) 
ATTENDANCE AT RflJGIOUS SERV1= (check one): 
1. ___ Never 4. Once a Month 
2. __ ._. ' Once a Week 5. 2 or 3 dmes a month 
3. ___ 2 or more time. a week 
IIA. I NOW UVE WITH (check one): 
e. 
1. Both natu .. 1 parents 
3. My father only 
5. Fo.ter parentIs) 
7 . Other same age.group 
friends 
2. __ 
4. __ 
6. 
8. __ 
My mother only 
AdoptlYe parents 
Friends of your parento 
By myself 
9. ___ Other (please specify) ________________ _ 
I NOW HAVE: 
1. 
2. 
brother(s) with age(o): _________________ _ 
sister(s) with 3ge(0): __________________ _ 
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C. M y NATURAL FATHER IS NOW (read all and check one) : 
1 . Married to my mother 2. Divorced fro m my mother 
3 . Remarried 4 . Single and never married 
5 . De ceased 6. ___ living with . but not married 
to my mother 
7 . Other (please specify) _________________ _ 
o. My NATURAL MOTHER IS NOW (read all and check one) : 
,. Married to my father 2. Divorced from my father 
3 . Remarried 4. Single and never married 
5 . Oeceased 6 , Living with , but not married 
to my famer 
7. Other (please specify) __________________ _ 
iliA . My PUCE OF RESIOENCIO IS (check on.) : 
, . A single family home (house, farm house, etc) 
2. An apartment. condo. townhouse 
3. Other (please specify) __________________ _ 
a. 1. M y FATHER' S OCCUPATION IS : __________________ _ _ 
2 . M y MOTHER'S OCCUPATION IS : ___________________ _ 
c. THE HIGHEST l£VEl. OF EDUCATlON 8Y MY PARENTS IS (check one for each parent 
FATH ER 
1. __ Attended high school but did not ""duate 4. __ 4 year coUege/unlverartv degr .. 
2. __ High school degree 5 . __ Master'slOoC1or" degr.e 
J . __ 2·ye., coUeoerrecnnical School 
MOTHER 
1. __ Attended high schoat but did not graduate 4. __ 4 year coUege/university degree 
2. __ High ,chool degree 5. __ Master'slDoctor" degree 
3 . __ 2-y •• r coUegeITeennicaf Senoot 
IVA . IN SCHOOL, MY STUDIES EMI'tiASlZE (check one) : 
1. College preparatory course. 2. 
3 . Trade/techn)cal courses 4 . __ _ 
5. Omer (pleasa speclfyl _______________ _ 
Homemaking 
No specific emphasis 
8 . My GRADE POINT AVBlAGE FOR 8TH GRADE AND UP IS ABOUT: _________ _ 
(4 - A: 3 - 8: 2 • C: , • 0 : 0 • FI 
C . I AM ABSENT FROM SCHOOL AP1'ROXIMAmy ____ TIMES PER QUARTER. 
o. My SCHOOL ABSENCES ARE MOST OFTEN DUE TO (check one or more) : 
,. illness 2. ___ family business/vacations 
3. truancies 4. ___ amletic/c(ub activities 
5. Omer (please specifyl _____________ _____ _ 
IDII ___ _ 
Oate ____ _ 
E. M y FAVORITE SUBJECTS IN SCHOOL ARE (check up to 2 items l: 
1. _PEJathletics 2. _Technical/shop courses 3. _Art 
4 . _Music 5. _Drama/speech 6. _Scien ce 
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7. _Math 8 . _History/Social Studies 9 . _Foreign language 
10 . _English/writing/yearbook 11 . _ Other (please specifyl _____ _ 
VA . 00 YOU SMOK£ CIGARETTES : 1 . No 2. Ves 
It ye., how many cigarettes do you smoke a day) __ _ 
B. 0 0 YOU DRINK ALCOHOUC BEVERAGES : Ves 1. No 2. 
If yes, how often did you drink!li.! month? (check onel 
never ___ once 
two or three times ___ once each week 
two or more times a week 
c . 00 YOU SMOK£ MARUUANA: 1. No 2. Ves 
If ye., how many times did you smoke marijuana !llI month) 
___ never onca 
two or three times ___ once each week 
___ two or more times a week 
D. Do You use OTHER NON~PRESCRIBED DRUGS : 1. No 2. Ves If ye., please specify ____________________ _ 
~. HAve: ,"ou ~ 6EEr4 IN ~ERIOUS rROU8lk WrTH THE POUCE (been arrested. taken to the 
station): 
1. No 2. Ves 
If ye., please specify ____________________ _ 
VI. AT ANY nME IN YOUR UFE, HAVE YOU EVER HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSe: 
(that I., "made love", "had sex", or "gone all the way" , 
1 . No 2. Ves 
APPENDIX B 
Friendship Identification 
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FRIENDSHIP IPEHTJACADQN SURVEY 
PLEASE NOTE: Thll lurvey will be held In the IIrICl .. , COnfidentiality. 
Thelollowlng Is I lurvey to find out who you COfQ;IdIW to be your beet (uml 
glndlW) lr1endl. ThII Inlonnallon will be uHd to Hleet 100 palrl of ~t tn.oOI: 
II choaen, you and your bMt ftlend wilt have I chIInc. to become a p8rt 01 a 
r .. earch project ~ will ltudy the Ipecl81 n.lture ollrtencs.hlp dynamIQ. 
Firat, think of who your belt ftlenc:la .... 11.Ltfl. Any grlKle IeYW are 
IOOeptIbIe but OCher Ireehmen Of lOphomor .. would be bMt for the study. PrInt 
tne llrat nlme, Lilt n.lme, Ind gt1l<M 01 a maximum thr .. c:toseat hMInOa: 
2W! (-boIowl """" 1. ____________ _ 
~--------------
3. ____________ _ _ 
..-
Who, of tholl lboYtI, do you lee( Ire your lint, leooncI, Ind third t..1 f'I1encSa7 
Even II you teet IIh .. Is dllflcult to decide, do the bMt you CIIn. 
2mJ[: Put a one (1) In front 01 the IrtenC! you hive c:hoIen _ yoW kII1 
fMn<I . Put I two (2) In front of your second bel:t fl1end , and a thr .. (31 In front 01 
)'OUr third best frt.nd. 
Again, thae choIc .. will not be shlred with Inyone, IncludIng your belt 
Mend. 
Your: (II ftrst.nd LIlt name: ___________ _ 
(b)lddr ... : ______________ _ 
(elIot IChooI contact: room number __ 
---
(dl_' __ 
Eo6d th6a en... _ from top to bottom and rMum It to the penon ooIIeCtIng 
the survey. TlI.Int you tot your parttdpatIonl 
ADMIN ISTRATION SUGGEST IONS FOR FRIENDSHIP ID SURVEY 
Below, I have written down some suggestions that might help in 
giving the survey. It would be very helpful for my study if the 
conditions under whi ch this survey i s g iven are relatively consistent 
across teachers and classes. Certainly, use your own judgement in 
applying these suggest ions. 
(2 min.) I. Give a brief introducti on; the sUl1ll\ary at the 
bO!ginning of the survey is adequate. 
1 f poss i b le, (a) try to project a sense of the 
importance 1 (as the researcher) consider their 
friendships to be and (b) set a thoughtful, sincere 
tone for tak ing the survey. 
(5 min.) 2. Administer the survey. 
Hand out the surveys and emphasize confidentiality, 
not on ly by me, but also on their part: they do not 
share their choices as they complete the survey. 
b. For those who may not fee I that they have any rea 1 
friends: Be casual in mentioning that some may not 
have anyone they consider to be a really close friend; 
possibly they are new to the area or to the school. 
let them know that it is not a big deal; they may turn 
in the survey as is. 
for those who will have a difficult time ~ra nking · 
their friends: You might say, - Imag ine you are going 
to be sent to a very small deserted island. You can 
take one friend with you. With whom would you best 
share that i sland with?" 
d. Would you circulate among your students, not only to 
answer questions but also help discourage them from 
interact ing with each other? 
(2 min. ) 3 . Bring to comp leti on and collect survey. 
a. Could you remind and, without making anyone feel their 
privacy is being violated , chec k that all survey items 
have been filled out? Missi ng informati on (as if you 
did n' t know) is a major pain. 
b. If it is agreeab le to you, be sure they give your room 
number and this period so that I can get back to them 
if they are selected for the study. 
c. It might be best if you would collect the surveys 
individually as they finish them. 
Thank you very IOOch for allowing me to take time away from your class. 
I wi 11 giving a sUllll'lary report to Mr Ol son at the end of the school 
year. If you like 1 would be happy to keep any of you posted on how 
the study is going. 
Questions or conments? Jim Akers home: 75J·6508 USU office: 750- 3539 -a 
en 
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Friendship Strengths/Qualiti es Questionnaire (FSQ) 
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10 Nurroer 
Date ____ _ 
Friendship Sur vey 
The results of this survey be held in the strictest confidence . Neither your friend nor anyone 
except the researcher wi ll know how you responded to these items. 
Below are a series of staterrents that you might use to describe your f riendship with 
your best frie nd. 
How IIl.lch do you agree or disagree with the way each statement describes how you feel about your 
friendship? Indicate your answer based on the scale given below: 
agr ee 
strong ly 
5 
rooderate ly 
agree 
agree 
sorrewhat 
J 
disagree 
SQJrewhat 
1. I believe our friendship is really strong ....... .... . 
2. My friend just seems to accept me as I am, 
faults and all ........... ..... . ................ . .... . 
3. My friend doesn't spend a lot of time trying 
to be some kind of counselor to me . ......... ........ . 
4. I ca n be cOfll)l ete ly open with my friend ............. . 
5. It seems, at times, that our friendship i sn't 
going to last ... .. ... ............................... . 
6. My friend can ta lk to me about anything ...... ... .... . 
7. \<Ie :;p€: nd t(,O muc.h t ime anljry at eact, othE.r . ......... . 
B. My friend gets too boring sometimes .... . ........... .. 
9. We a1l00st always have good times together .......... .. 
10. My friend is good at being able to sense when I'm 
upset about someth i ng ... . .... .. ... ............... .. . . 
11. A s ure sign of a "best friend" k ind of 
friendship is spend ing roost of our time together ..... 
12 . There really isn ' t all that nlJch that we 
both li ke doing .... ... ••.........•••.•• .... ••. .. ..••• 
13. Best friends are rrostly just someone to hang out 
with, not a whole lot roore ............... .......... .. 
14. It's ifll)ortant that a best friend has a lot in 
cOlTlTOn with me .... . . .. .. . . .... .. .................... . 
15 . Each of us considers the other to be our 
best friend . . .... . ......... . .... .. ... ...... ......... . 
16. My friend never tries to put me down, except as 
friendly kidding around .. .................. ... ... . .. . 
17. It always seems so easy for us to understand each 
other .............. .. .. . . . ......................•.... 
l B. We are great friends yet there ar e certa in 
things we still don't talk about. .... ........ .. .... . . 
19 . It seems li ke we have few arguments ........... ...... . 
20. It seems that if yo u have a really str ong 
2 
rroderate ly 
disagree 
1 
strongly 
di sagree 
friendship, it's partly because you don't burden 
the other with a 11 your persona I prob lems .....•...... 
21. Ny friend likes to get my point of view on 
th i ngs tha t they are concerned about . .. . ... . 
22. I have a great deal of trust in my friend . . ......... . 
23. We just get along really well all the time . . ........ . 
24. My friend sticks up for me when there is a 
con fl ict or fight with sOlreone else ...... .. ... .... .. . 
25. J feel I ike our friendship makes me 
unders tand myse If better ....................... . .... . 
26. My friend needs to respect my privacy roore .......... . 
27. Someti rres my friend acts 1 ike they think 
I'm stupid ...... . ... . . . ......... ........ ....... . .... . 
28. I don't see my friend all that ITllch ..............••.. 
29. We think so ruch alike on so many different things . . . 
30. We don't really spend that ITllch tirre doing 
spec if i c th i ngs together ............................ . 
31. There is a lot of trust between us .. .. . •.•........ . •. 
32. I know they will never say anything negative 
or unfai r about me ... . . . . .... . ........•..... . ........ 
33. My fricnc! will hclj: but only if they den'!. have 
to go out of their way . ........................ . .. .. . 
34. We talk about things I could never talk 
about with my parents .............. . ....... ... . . . .. .. 
35 . At times our friendship doesn't feel very solid . .... . 
36 . It is ilJllortant to our friendship that we 
respect each other's opinions and feel ings ••...•• . ... 
37. We have a lot of loya lty for each other .. . . .. .. . .... . 
38. There is too ITllch fighting between us ....... . .. . ... . . 
39. Even though this is a good friend. 
I've had better friends before .. .... .......... . ..... . 
40. We 1 ike to do t h i ngs together yet we are a I so 
i nvolved i n many act iv i ties outside the friends hi p ... 
41. If f r iends spend a lot of tire arguing they 
rust have a pretty weak friendship .. . .• . .....•....... 
42. My friend is always there when I need some help ..... . 
43 We like to spend JOOst of our time hanging around 
others . .. ••.... • .... •.••.. ...... . . .. . ...........•.... 
44. We 1 ike to do the same kinds of things .. .. ..... ... .. . 
45. Sometimes it seems like my friend asks for 
a lot of favors without ever returning any .... . . .. .. . 
46. Too ITlJch of the tirre my friend acts like 
they know it all .................. ....•....... ... . .•. 
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47. I don't always support my friend in disagreements 
with others just because we are best friends ........ . 
48. We are surprisingly different k inds of people ....... . 
49. We seldom get mad at each other. no matter 
what happens ........................................ . 
50. With my friend. I feel like my opinions 
are respected ............. ..... ..................... . 
51. We both 1 ike being around each other 
as ITUch as we can ...................... . ............ . 
52. Sometimes my friend COITeS up with ideas 
that just don't make any sense ..................... .. 
53. I believe that being able to trust a friend 
is one of the roost il1l>ortant things in a real 
friendship ..... ......... ... ........ ...... ..... ...... . 
54. Our i ng the schoo 1 day we seem to spend roost 
our free time around each other .. ....... .......... .. 
55. We argue at times but no roore than the usua 1 
arrount between fr i ends .... . ......................... . 
56. I believe helping friends is a very iJ1l)ortant 
part of a friendship ............. . .... . ............. . 
Last question. Please think hard about this one. 
57. We have been friends for about ___ years and ___ roonths. 
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Original Friendships, Strengths, 
and Qualities Questionnaire 
PERCEIVED FRIENDSHIP QUALITY DOMAINS 
* = SPECIFIC STRENGTH ITEMS 
** = ITEMS TO ASSESS PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF DOMAIN 
CONFLICT ('ARGUE') 
19 
23 
We spend too mu ch time angry at each other 
It seems like we have few arguments 
We just get along really well all the time 
There is too much fighting between us 
110 
38 
41 
** 
If friends spend a lot of time arguing, they must have a pretty 
weak friendship 
49 
55 
We seldom get mad at each other, no matter what happens 
We araue at times, but no more than the usual amount between 
friends 
COMMONALITIES 
8 My friend gets too boring sometimes 
9 We almost always have good times together 
12 There really isn't all that much that we both . like doing 
14 It' s important that a best friend has a lot in common with me 
** 
29 We think so much alike on so many different things 
44 We like to do the same kinds of things 
48 We are surprisingly different kinds of people 
HELP/LOYALTY 
24 My friend sticks up for me when there is a conflict or fight with 
someone else 
33 My friend will help, but only if they don't have to go out of 
their way 
III 
37 We have a lot of loyalty for each other 
42 My friend is always there when I need some help 
45 Sometimes it seems like my friend asks for a lot of favors 
without ever returning any 
47 I don't always support my friend in disagreements with others 
just because we are best friends 
56 I believe helping friends is a very important part of a ** 
friendship 
INTIMACY 
3 
10 
13 
17 
18 
20 
** 
26 
My friend doesn't spend a lot of time trying to be some kind of 
counselor to me 
My friend is good at being able to sense when I'm upset about 
something 
Best friends are mostly just someone to hang out with, not a 
whole lot more 
It always seems so easy for us to understand each other 
We are great friends, yet there are certain things we still don't 
talk about 
It seems that if you have a really strong friendship, it's partly 
because you don't burden the other with all your personal problems 
My friend needs to respect my privacy more 
RECIPROCITY 
21 
27 
34 
36 
** 
46 
50 
52 
My friend likes to get my point of view on things that they are 
concerned about 
Sometimes my friend acts like they think I'm stupid 
We talk about things I could never talk about with my parents 
It is important to our friendship that we respect each other's 
opinions and feelings 
Too much of the time my friend acts like they know it all 
With my friend, I feel like my opinions are respected 
Sometimes my friend comes up with ideas that just don't make any 
sense 
FRIENDSHIP STRENGTH 
1* I believe our friendship is really strong 
2 My frie nd just seems to accept me as I am, faults and al l 
5* It seems, at times, that our friendship isn't going to last 
15* Each of us considers the ot her to be our best friend 
25 I feel like our friend ship makes me understand myself better 
35* At times our friend ship does n't feel very so li d 
39 Even though this is my best friend right now, I ' ve had better 
friends before 
TRUST 
4 I can be comp lete ly open with my friend 
My fri end can talk to me about anything 
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6 
16 My friend never tries to put me down, except as friendly kidding 
around 
22 
31 
32 
53 
** 
I have a great deal of trust in my friend 
There is a lot of trust between us 
I know they will never say anything negat ive or unfair about me 
I believe that being ab le to trust a friend is one of the most 
important things in a real friendship 
TIME SPENT ('WRISTWATCH') 
11 
** 
28 
30 
40 
43 
51 
54 
A sure sign of a "best friend" kind of friend ship i s spending 
mo st of our time together 
I don't see my friend all that much 
We don't really spend that much time doing specific things 
together 
We like to do things together, yet we are also involved in many 
activities outside the friendship 
We like to spend most of our time hang i ng around others 
We bo t h like being around each other as much as we can 
During the school day, we seem to spend most our free time around 
each other 
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APPENDIX D 
Identity Status Interview Protocol and Code Form 
The Reylsed IlJte~.QlJ!lli 
Instructions to Interviewers : I\s a minimum, ask !Llllil th e que s tions which are asll!rlskc". I\sk the 
questions tn paralhensls If the Individual doesn't supply the answers In respotlse La olle of the DUll.!!" 
Questions. Questions or cOllllllc nL s In square Lrackels are for the iul ervlewcl" s lise. 
"I'm going to ask you aboul 'your current thinking on eight different Loplcs. There arc no rlHht or wr,oll<] 
answer,s to these questlo/ls: I Just want to know what you lIlIl.k about lhese Issur~s. lids Inlp.rvlew Is ' 
designed to ask about your v!c\., point on certain Issues while avolJlnlj what lIIay he St!11!:> I live ur IWI "Solla1 . 
However, you have the right Lo chooso not La respor.J If YOli rind il qllcsllon Lon IIlIcomflll'lahle l(.l dllSH t!r ,M 
t'The Interview lasts about 45 minutes to an hour and will he tapcd. Your r.OIlIlIlClits \.,il1 ile kepl strlcL1y 
confl~enttal. Only the projccl slaff will llslen lo lhe l.pe s . " 
t·Oo you have any QuestIons before we start?" 
Preliminary Comltment--Ideo loglcal Domain s 
1st Toplc-:Qci;ymilm lI.ve you declde~ on or choscn • carcer? 
2nd Toplc-:£2l..1.l.1ll Do you have a particula r polltlc.l 
preferenco or vlewpolntl 
lrd Toplc-~llillJillili· Do you have a religious preference or 
viewpoint? 
Hh Toplc--PbllosophlcaJ LlIlll1Yl.!! ·Some people have a sel of personal guidelines 
01' rules about Issues In 11 fe. He sc IJllldellnes may be lhe 
S'HI1C as, lIroatler Lh all, or evell til rferent than aspec ts 
/thelr religion. no Y\'JVe. se t of guidelines like lhese ? 
Affirmative Answer ilegall ve Answer 
-
.., 
4 J. 
·Tell me about tha process you went 
through" in forming your plan s or 
- Are you currentl y In lhe process 
of t rying t o ~ ocld.? 
op I n I on . 
"\~ha l expert ences have helped you *1 s th I s someth I n9 lha l you t il Ink 
(Would you have participated In tho I \ 
activity If was not an Influonce 
In your declsronn--
! 
'Who has Influenced your feelings Affirmative or Oeflnlle 
regarding 7 How did you fln~ Unsure Res pons e 
out how thiiYTeO\about [passiv e 
Nogatlve or 
total III s· 
Iliterest or acttve]? --
'liow much of an Influence has your 
parents been In your final ~eclslon7 
'liow much of an Influence has your 
friends been In your final decision? 
'liow close are you to making a 
doclslon? If 50r. meant that you were 
halfway toward making a ~ of lnlte ~ ecl slon 
where would you place yours e lf ~etweon 
or. and 100%? 
'What experiences aro helping you 
decide? What lead to thes e experiences 
[who Initiated , Is It active or passiv e ] ? 
(Would you have partlclpate~ In the 
activity If had not ~een an 
an Influen ce~declslon?) 
{. 
~ 
'" 
'liho Is Inf1uen~lng yOllr feellng,l 
*lIow did you come to find oul how I hey 
feel/think .bout Itl [passive a'· acllvel] 
·lIow milch of an Influence do YOII til Ink 
your parents wi ll be In YOllr final 
decision? 
'liow milch of .n Infillence do YOII think 
your friends will be In your final 
decision? 
'liow likely Is th.t you will ch.nge your 
mind? 
'Whero would you place yourself between 
or. .nd 100r., If 50% me.ns It's just as likely 
as not that you will change your mind? 
'1lh.t kind, of things would ch.nge your mlndl 
1Ioilould YOII change your mind If your parents 
disagreed with YOllr feelings? 
'Why would(n'l) you ch.nge your mind? 
"Would you change your mind If your friends 
didn ' t like your opinions? 
\ 
Ilave 
I 
the Individual respond to the subjective rating soles. 1 j . 
"Thinking about ___ _ 
, where would you pl.ce YOllrself on scale 17 Sca l e 21 Sca l e 3? 
-0\ 
Preliminary Commitment -Interpersonal Domains 
5lh Toplc,-frlendshlp Referring to close friends ralh er lhan 
'acquaintances, what does being a c lose frIend 
mean to you? 
What I s Important for you per sona 11 yin dec Id IlIg 
who you would like to be close fri ends wllhl 
6th Toplc--·1lJ11ng , What do you look for In the people YOIl dale or 
would like to datel 
What is Important for YOIl personally In deciding 
who you date or would like to dalel 
7th Toplc--SoclaJ'"l\i;t1ylty Social aclllvilles refer to 
actlvlttes that give you a break , are seen 
enjoyable and are u.ually done wllh or 
shared wi th others , 
00 you have some preferred acllvltle. like 
thesel 
What Is Important for you personally In deciding 
what acllvlt les you dol 
Olh Toplc--Gender Roles Gender rollis deal with how you lhlnk males 
and females, boy. ,nd girls (Olen alld wOOlen) 
should act. 
Should males and f.~ales behave dlfferentlyl 
What Is Important for you personally In 
decidIng whether or not males and females 
;OUld act dlfferentl Y\ 
Affirmative Answer Unsure or Vague nes pons. 
~ ~ 
-
" 
*Tell me about the ,p.rocess you went 
through In forming your opinion 
.Are you r:urre~\tl y In the process 
of trying to decldel 
or fee II ngs about 1 
·What experiences have lead you to 
reel this way? 
"Is this something that yoo think 
S;OUSIY abOr freqoen tly? 
·What lead you to have these 
experiences [who Initiated, passive 
or active]? 
Affirmative Oe flnlte 
·Who has Influenced your feelings If In 
Doubt or Unsure Nega t tve or regarding 1 
·lIow did yoUtlndOut how they 
feel/think about this? 
·110\/ much has your parents Influenced 
your final decision about this? 
\ \" ':,:::,~:: 
"liow much has your friends Influenced 
your final decision about this? 
*llow cl ose are you to forming iln 
opinion? If 50'1. mea nt tha t yuu were 
halfway toward forming a def lnll e uplnlon 
where woultl you [llace yoursel f bctwel! ll 
O~ and IOOr.? 
.What experie nces are he l ping you 
decldel 
"What l ead to these eX[lerlen ces 
(who Initiated, Is It active or passlve]1 
"Who do you th I nk is In fl uen c I ng yoor 
feelings about thlsl 
"liow did yoo find out how th ey feel/lhlo, 
about It l (Is It passive or activel l 
."ow much do yOIl lhl nk your parenl s ~Ii l l 
influence your filial t1eclslun? 
·"ow much do you lhlnk your rriend s Hill 
Influence your f~nal de c l slun? 
~ 
co 
~ 
'liow likely Is that you will chlnge your 
mlnd7 Where would you phce yoursel f bet"een 
0'; and 100';, If 50" means It's just as likely 
as not that you will change your mlnd7 
'What kinds of things would change your mlnd 7 
'Would you change your mind If your parents 
disagreed with your feellngs7 
'Why "ould(n't} ybu change your mlnd7 
'Would you change your mind If your friends 
didn't like your oplnlons7 
•• " w.",.'<) ,.. \~. , .. , .,," 
Have the Individual respond to the subjec tive rating scales. 
~ . ~ 1 
"Thinking about , where would you place YOllrse lf on scale 51 Sca le 67 Scale 17 
~ 
<D 
Friendship Interview Code Form 
,- ."-
~ame : Date: 1-
~ rlend'9 Name: Duration: I 
.. I tdeolo ieal Ex loration Commitment 
~ 'r~: - J lOB 
)~: ·- I ~ Dreadth lnt/Ext II~ otrength Flexibility 
~ ,~;~] 
i= 
leli 
8 tr le II I 
~!!~rsonal I Ex loration commitment I 
;-~I~ Rate Depth Dreadth Int/Ext I~ strength Flexibility I ;;:;-11 
~R!e:~ -B== 
~~~~]I=:J 
Holher: 
Father: 
pdodty: 
Peer group: 
Rt~el,gtlll Comparatively: 
Items: 
At" t. ." I hll t e; t 
'1'1"" i I: f!onfliot Commonalities 
~I 
Help/loyalty Intimacy Reciprooity Tru9t Time 
N 
o 
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APPENDIX E 
Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status (EOMEIS) 
I. D. NUMBER ___ _ 
IDENTITY STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE 
~: Each of the following statements re flect personal loelings held by some people in this society. We 
are interested In how much you agree with each statement. Bocause these slatements reflect personal fee lings 
and attitudes, there are no right and wrong answers. The BEST response to each of the following statements is 
your PERSONAL OPINION. We have tried to cover many paints of view. You may lind yoursell agreeing with 
some of the statements and disagreeing with others. Regardless of how you feel, you can be su re that many 
others feel the same as you do. 
RESPOND TO EACH STATEMENT ACCORDING TO YOUR PERSONAL FEELINGS BY CIRCLING THE 
ANSWER THAT BEST REFLECTS YOUR OPIN ION. IF A STATEMENT HAS MORE THAN ONE PART, PLEASE 
INDICATE YOUR REACTION TO THE STATEMENT AS A WHOLE. 
A B C 0 E F 
Strongly MOderately Agree Disagree Moderalely Strongly 
Agree Agree Somew!1at Somewhat Disagree Disagree 
1. I haven' chosen the occupation I really A B C D E F 
want to get Into, and I'm Just working at 
whatever Is available until something 
better comes along. 
2. When It comes to religion I Just haven't A B C C E F 
found anything. that appeals and I don't 
really feel the need to look. 
3. My IdeBS about men's and women's roles A B C D E F 
are Identical to my parents'. What has 
worked for them will obviously work for me. 
4. There's no single 'Ufe style' which appeals A B C D E F 
to me more than another. ~ 
N 
N 
Strong'y Moderately Agree Disagree Moderately Strongly 
Agree Agee Sorrewhat Somewhat Disagree Disagree 
5. There are a lot 01 different kinds 01 people. A B C 0 E F 
I'm stili exploring the many possibi lities to 
lind the right kJnd 01 lriends lor me . 
. --_ .. _------------------._ ... _--------- -------------. ------_ .. _-----------------._--------------_._-------------.------------------
6. t sometimes join In recreationat activities A B C 0 E F 
when asked, but I rarely try anything on my . 
own. 
7. I haven't really thought about a "dating style." A B C 0 E F 
I'm not too concemed whether I date or nol. 
-------------------------------------------------------
8. Politics is something that I can never be too A B C 0 E F 
sure about because things change so lasl. 
But I do think it's important to know what I 
can politically stand lor and believe in. 
------------------------------------------------------------------_.--------------------------------------_.-------------------------------
9. I'm still trying to decide how capable I am as A B C 0 E F 
a person and what jobs will be right lor me . 
. _-----------_._---------------------------.-._----------- ----------.-.-----------------------._--------------.-.--...... _ ... _.-.... _-----
10. I don't give religion much thought and it A B C 0 E F 
doesn't bother me one way or the other. 
----------_._----------------.----------_. __ . . _._ . . _-- ---._--------_ .. __ ._---------_ .. _ ...... _ .. _--_._. __ ._.-_._----_ .. _- -------
11. There's so many ways to divide responsibilities A B C 0 E F 
in manriage, I'm trying to decide what will 
worl< lor me . 
. _---------
12. I'm IookJng lor an acceptable perspective A B C 0 E F 
lor my own "IIIe style" view, but haven't 
really lound h yet. 
~ 
N 
W 
Strongly Moderately Agree DIsagree Moderately Sirorqly 
Agree Agree Somowtlat Somewhat Disagree Disagree 
13. There are many reasons for friendship, A B C D E F 
but I choose my close friends on the basis 
of certain values and similarities that I've 
personally decided on. 
-------------------------------------------------.----------_.-._._ .... _----..... _._----- .. _ .. ...... _---_._ .. __ .... _. __ ._ .. _---_._ .. 
14. While I don't have one recreational activity A B C D E F 
I'm reatly committed to, I'm experiencing 
numerous leisure outlets to identify one I 
can truly enjoy . 
. _._----.------------------------------_._----------_.---_._ ... _ .... -_._.-... _ ...... _ ... _ ...... _ ........................... _ .. _- ....... _ .. _-- .. 
15. Based on past experiences, I've chosen A B C D E F 
the type of dating relationship I want now . 
. _ .. . _------------------------_ ... _-_. __ ._ ...... ... _ .. ""'-""-"'-" " ......... . . .... __ .............. _ .............. 
16. I haven't really considered polit ics. It just A B C D E F 
doesn't excite me much. 
--------_._------------------------_ .. 
17. I might have thought about a lot of different A B C D E F 
jobs, but there's never really been any 
question since my parents said what they 
wanted. 
--_._-----------
18. A person's faith is unique to each individual. A B C D E F 
I've considered and reconsidered it myself 
and know what I can believe. 
--------------------------------...... _ .. __ .... _ .. __ .-_ .. -_._--........ ......... _. __ ._ .. __ .. ................. _ .......... __ ....... _ .... _ .... 
19. I've never really seriously considered men's A B C D E F 
and women's roles in marriage. It just 
doesn't seem to concern me. 
~ 
N 
.., 
Strongly M?dera1ely Agree Disagree Moderately Strongly 
Agree Agee Somewhat Somewhat DIsagree Disagree 
20. After considerable thought I've developed A B C 0 E F 
my· own individual viewpoint of what is for 
me an Ideal "life style' and don't believe 
anyone win be likely to change my 
perspective. 
----------------------_ .... _.--.----------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- -----_. ---------------
21. My parents know what's best for me in A B C 0 E F 
terms of how to choose my friends. 
--------------.----------------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ------------------- ------------ ---------------------------- --
22 . I've chosen one or more recreational A B C 0 E F 
activities to engage in regularly from lotS 
of things and I'm satisfied with those 
choices. 
--------------------------------------------------_.----------------- -------- -- ---------- ---- _. __ .--------------------- -
23. I don't think about dating much. I jusl A B C 0 E F 
kind of take it as it comes . 
. -._------------------------------------------------------------------------- ._-- -- ---------- ------------------ -------------------------------
24 . I guess I'm pretty much like my folks when A B C 0 E F 
il comes to politics. 1 follow what they do 
in terms of voting and such. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- ----- ------- --- ---------------_ .. _.- .. _--------_ .. _--_._._-----------------._._-
25. I'm really not interested In finding the A B C 0 E F 
right job, any job will do. 1 just seem 10 
flow with what is available. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------_._ .... ---------------------- ------ ------------------------
26. I'm not sure what religion means 10 me. I'd A B C 0 E F 
like to make up my mind but I'm not done 
looking yet. 
-N 
..." 
Strongly Moderately Agree Disagree Moderalety Strongly 
Agree Agee Sorrewl1at Somewhat Disagree Disagree 
27. My Ideas about men's and women's roles A B C D E F 
have come right from my parents and 
family. I haven't seen any need to look 
further. 
-----------------
28. My own views on a desirable life style A B C D E F 
were taught to me by my parents and I 
don't see any need to question what 
they taught me. 
----------._---_. __ . __ ._--------------------_."._. __ .-.. _--_.------.-------- -- -- ----------.... -- -- --------_.- ... _---------------------
29. I don't have any real close friends , and I A B C D E F 
don't think I'm looking for one right now. 
------------------------------------ ------------------------"." .. --.-- --_."._------_ ...... _---_ ....... _- -----
30. Sometimes I join in leisure activities, but A B C D E F 
I really don't see a need to look for a 
particular activity to do regularly. 
---------------------------------._---... -.-- -._-.".- --------.- -------- -- ---
31 . I'm trying out different types of dating A B C D E F 
relationships. I just haven't decided what 
is best for me . 
.. --------.---.--------------------------- --_ ... _----- .. -.... _-------------- ---- -- -------- -- ---------- ------ ----------- --------
32. There are so many different political parties A B C D E 
and ideals. I can't decide which to follow 
until I figure it all out. 
~~------~-~---------~---~---------------~---~-~ ~-~ -... ----------------------------------_. __ . __ .. _ ...... _ .................... _-_. 
33. It took me a while to figure it out, but now I A B C D E F 
really know what I want for a career. 
--------------------------------------------------_ ... _. __ . __ ._-----------------------------------------------------.- .. -._ ........ _--
34. Religion is confusing to me right now. I A B C D E F 
keep changing my views on what is right 
and wrong for me. ~ 
N 
'" 
Strongly Moderat ety Agree Disagree MOOeralety SlroOJty 
Agree Agee SolT'eWhat Somewhat Disagree Disagree 
35. I've spent some time thinking about A B C 0 E F 
men's and women's roles in marriage 
and I've decided what will wort<. besl lor me. 
~.~ . ~~ ~~~~~--~----~-~--------~ ~~~~~~-~~~.-~ . -.. --.--............ .... _--- -------....... _-- --- --.... ... _ .. __ .-- .......... _ ...... _ .. -.... ....... 
36. In finding an acceptable viewpoint to lile A B C 0 E F 
itself, I find myself engaging in a lot 01 
discussions with others and some sell 
exploration . 
. -... .. - - ~-.. ~.-~-------
37. I only pick friends my parents would A B C 0 E F 
approve of . 
.... ~-.. ------- --~~- -. ~. -.- .-. 
38. I've always liked doing the same A B C 0 E F 
recreational activities my parents do and 
haven't ever seriously considered any· 
thing else . 
. -...... ---------------------~ .. 
39. I only go out with the type 01 people my A B C 0 E F 
parents expect me to date . 
. ------~------~.---------------............. ~ . - ~ ................... -. -- _.. .. ..... ... _ ..... .. -.-. _. _ ...... ...... _ ............. _ .. -_ ...... 
40. I've thought my political beliels through A B C 0 E F 
and realize I can agree with some and 
not other aspects of what my parents 
believe . 
-----------------
41. My parents decided a long time ago what A B C 0 E F 
I should go into for employment and I'm 
following through their plan . 
...... 
N 
" 
Strongly Moderalely Agree Disagree Mooeralely Slrofl'J1y 
Agree Agree Somewhal Somewhal Disagree Disagree 
42. I've gone through a period of serious A B C 0 E F 
questions about faith and can now say I 
understand what I believe In as an individual. 
~'.'--... ----------------.-------.-.-----..... -.------._._._-_ .... __ ._-.--_ .... _------._ .. _ .. _._ .. _ .. _-------_._ ....... _-- --_._ ... 
43. I've been thinking about the roles that A B C 0 E F 
husbands and wives playa lot these days, 
and I'm trying to make a final decision . 
. _---------------_._------------------....... _-_ ..... -.. __ ._ .......... _-_._--_ .. _ ... _ .. _------_._ .. _ ... _._ ..... -.-.. _-_ .. _ ..... _--- ---
44. My parents' views on life are good enough A B C 0 E F 
lor me, I don't need anything else, 
...... _--- --------------------------_ ...... _-----_ ._---_ .. _ ..... ....... _--- ---------.--._ ..... _._------ ................ _ .... _--_ ... 
45. I've had many dillerent friendships and now A B C 0 E F 
I have a clear idea 01 what \0 look for in a 
friend. 
---------------------.-. 
46. After trying a lot of different recreational A B C 0 E F 
activities I've found one or more I really 
enjoy doing by myself or with friends. 
, ... _-------------------------------.---------------_. -_._ ............ -_._. _ ..... __ ...... -................ -..... -.............. 
47 . My preferences about dating are still in the A B C 0 E F 
process of developing , I haven't fully 
decided yet. 
--_._-------_.-._-----_ .. 
48, I'm not sure about my political beliefs, but A B C 0 E F 
I'm trying to figure out what I can truly 
believe In . 
. _----.------------_._--------_.-----------
49, I took me a long time to decide but now I A B C 0 E F 
know for sure what direction to move in 
for a career, 
~ 
N 
co 
StrOrQly Mooeralety Agree Disagree MOderately Slroll;l'Y 
Agree Agree Sorrewhat Somewhat Disagree Disagree 
50. I attend the same church as my family A B C D E F 
has always attended. I've never really 
questioned why. 
------------------------------------------- -- -------_.-------------------_ .. _--_ .. _----------_.-._-------- ---- ----_ ... _ ... _----------. 
51. There are many ways that married couples A B C D E F 
can divide up family responsibilities. I've 
thought about lots of ways, and now I 
know exactly how I want it to happen lor me. 
,- - ----- ---------------------------------------"----------_ ._---------._--------_. __ ._._._----_. 
52. I guess I just kind of enjoy life in general, A B C D E F 
and I don't see myself living by any 
particular viewpoint to life. 
------------------------------------------------ -----------------._-----------_._--_._ .. _-_._._ ._--_._ .... 
53. I don't have any close friends. I just like A 13 C D E F 
10 hang around with the crowd. 
---.- -------------------------------------------
54. I've been experiencing a variety of A '3 C D E F 
recreational activities in hopes of find ing 
one or more I can really enjoy for some 
time to come. 
------------------------------------------------ ------ -----_ ................... ...................... - ................ 
55. I've dated different types of people and A 3 C D E F 
know exactly what my own ·unwritten 
rules· for dating are and who I will date . 
.... -._---_.--------------_._ .. _-_ .... _ .......... ........ _--_ ........ _-_ .. _ ... _---- -_. __ . 
56. I really have never been involved in A B C D E F 
politics enough to have made a firm 
stand one way or the other. 
-N 
<D 
Strongly Moderal.ely Agree Disagree MOderately StrOrlJly 
Agree Agree Somewhat Somewhat Disagree Disagree 
57. I jusl can't decide what to do for an A B C 0 E F 
occupation. There are so many that 
have possibilities . 
..... _------------------------._--------------_ ... _._--_ .. _ ................. __ .... ........... ........ -.......... _ ........ -._ .... _. __ ...... _--_. 
58. I've never really questioned my religion. A B C 0 E F 
If it's right for my parents it must be right 
forme. 
59. Opinions on men's and women's roles A B C 0 E F 
seem so varied that I don't think much 
about it. 
_._ ... _---_ ... --_._- ---_._ -_._--_._----_._. 
60. Aher a lot of self-examination I have A B C 0 E F 
established a very definite view on what 
my own life style will be . 
.. ---_._-_ ... _------------------_._--_ .. _-
61. I really don't know what kind of friend is A B C 0 E F 
best for me. I'm trying to figure out exactly 
what friendship means to me. 
-----_._----------------------_. __ ._-.-----_ .. -._ .. _ .... ....... _ . ................. . _ ........ _ .......... .... ............. _ .. _ ... _ ... 
62. All of my recreational preferences I got A B C 0 E F 
from my parents and I haven't really 
tried anything else. 
--_ ... _-------------------------------------------------_ ... _ ....... _ .. _ .............. _ ........ _ ............ _ .............. _ .................. 
63. I date only people my parents would A B C 0 E F 
approve of . 
. _----------------------_._-
64. My folks have always had their own A B C 0 E F 
political and moral beliefs about issues 
like abortion and mercy killing and I've 
always gone along accepting what they have. 
-w 
0 
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FRIENDSHIP DYNAMICS AND IDENTITY FORMATION IN ADOLESCENCE 
A Research Proposal For Logan High School 
Close adolescent friendships offer unique opportunities for 
personal and social growth. Friends often become the single most 
important aspect of life for many teens. This study proposes an in-
depth examination of the dynamics of this special peer relationship. 
132 
Certainly not all adolescent behaviors are positive with respect 
to friends. Hierarchial structures of dominance in the form of 
"pecki ng orders" often emerge. Blunt, crue l appraisals by other peers 
are a major force in shaping dysfunctional behavior. Rejected 
adolescents are found to have less favorable psychosocial, behavioral, 
and scholastic futures. Growing evidence indicates that having no 
friends during ado lescence tends to cause social incompetence and 
maladjustment in adulthood. On the other hand, positive friendships 
facilitate adolescents' percept ion of their competence in social, 
cognitive, and physical skills. Therefore, in spite of the potential 
harmful effects of an unhealthy peer relationship, having at least a 
few int imate friendships is vi tal for promoting more appropriate social 
coping skills. 
Why do friends have such a potentially powerful effect on each 
other? Theory and research both suggest that friendships offer unique 
qualities not availab le in parent-adolescent re lations. Friends have a 
natural desire for eliciting mutual support and reciprocal 
interactions . The developmental equivalence of adolescent friends 
places them in a unique position to share concerns about pubertal 
changes. A strong sense of trust enables friends to share and 
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empathize with fears, anxieties, and feelings of inadequacy common to 
this age group. This shared mutuality between friends contrasts with 
the more typical, unilateral interactions with parents. Because 
friends have more balanced status and authority, individual opinions 
can be heard and supported or rejected on the basis of "equal 
opportunity." This assists them in learning how to deal with 
differences of op inion. 
Friends share much in common. Similarities are most evident on 
grade level, age, gender, religion, and ethnicity. Next are specific 
behaviors, especially academics, the use of illicit drugs, and 
delinquency. In the realm of academics, Joyce Epstein (author of 
Friends In School) found higher scores of self-re liance, school 
attitudes, college plans, sc hool grades and academic achievement among 
adolescents who had friends that also received high scores. 
Friendships are least similar on psychological factors, attitudes, 
interper sonal relations, self esteem, social isolation, and 
relationships with parents. 
Is the similarity of friends primarily due to influences they can 
exert on each other? Or is it just due to a tendency for teens to 
choose friends already similar to them in personality and behavior? 
Preliminary evidence indicates that similarities are significantly 
influenced by associations with friends. However, there is also 
evidence that an individual's initial selection of a friend may have an 
equal influence on similarities between friends. One major purpose of 
the proposed study is to examine this issue of friend influence versus 
friend selection. 
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Despite strong evidence to the contrary , a popular notion 
exists that adolescence is a period of extreme storm and str ife 
characterized by high levels of conflict with parents. Friends are 
frequently viewed as a source of opposition to parents' proper role as 
the ones to impart important beliefs and values. Teens do often 
experiment socially and may engage in mild socially deviant behavior. 
Adolescents may also take strong stands at times . Yet, as several 
studies show , adolescents and parents sti ll share most fundamental 
goals, moral principles, and standards of self-control. Parent-
adolescent conflicts usually involve comparatively minor issues such as 
clothing, dating styles, and co ntrol of movements. By understanding 
the impact of friendships more accurately , we wi ll have the opportunity 
to guide adolescents more effectively t hrough these pivotal years. 
This proposed study will use the d8vel0pm~ntal theory of Erik 
Erikson to examine friendship effects, specifica ll y with respect to 
ado lescent identity formation. Erikson coined the term, "psychosocia l 
development" to describe the stages through which an individual moves 
in hi s or her psychological and social growth. The identity formation 
stage constitutes wha t Erik Erikson calls the "task" for a growing, 
maturing ado lescent. Erikson defines his concept of identity as "the 
subject ive sense of invigorating samene ss and continuity" and the 
"sty le of one's individuality." Identity formation requires 
adolescents to begin the strong push towards developing self-reliance 
and socia l competence. Adolescents who successfully formulate their 
identities are believed to engage in productive adult work and to ha ve 
sound interpersona l relationships, inc luding friendship. 
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influences may be closely associated with identity development. The 
nature of, and si milarity between friend s identity development may 
then, in turn, mutually influence friends sc holastic motivation and 
achievement, as well as problem behaviors. This study is designed to 
examine adolescent friendship dynamics and identity formation to better 
understand how friendship interactions and identity si mil arities might 
relate to academic and behavioral concerns. 
136 
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A STUDY OF FRIENDSHIP DYNAMICS IN ADOLESCENCE 
Close adolescent friendships offer unique opportunities for 
personal and soci al growth. Friends of ten become the single most 
important aspect of life for many teens. This project will be an in-
depth look at the dynamics of t hi s special peer re lationship. 
Certainly not all aspects of adolescent relationships are 
pos i tive. "Pecking orders " often emerge. Blunt , cruel appraisals by 
others is a major force in shaping dysfun ctional behav ior. Rejection 
during ado lesce nce often affects psyc hologica l, social and scholasti c 
competency. Not surpri sing ly, evidence al so indicates that having no 
friends dur i ng adolescence may lead to soc ia l and psychologica l 
problems in adu l t hood . 
In contrast, positive friendships promote an adolescent's 
confidence i n his or her socia "l, academic, and physical capaoilities. 
It i s wit hin friendships that many important interpersonal and social 
ski ll s are developed. In sp ite of potential harmful eff ects of an 
unhealthy peer relationship, hav ing at least a few close friendships is 
vital for an adolescent. 
Friends share much in common, being mo st similar in grade level, 
age, gender, religion, and ethnicity. Next are specific behaviors: 
especially academics, the use of illicit drugs, and delinquency. In 
the realm of academics, Joyce Epstein (author of Friends In School) 
confirmed that higher scores of self-reliance, school attitudes, 
college plans, grades , and academic achi evement occur among those with 
friends who a l so received high scores . 
Are s imil ar ities of friends primarily due to influences they exert 
on each other? Or do teens j ust have a tendency to choose friends 
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already similar to themselves? One major purpose of this study is to 
examine these questions. 
Adolescence is often seen as a period of extreme storm and strife 
with high levels of family conflict. Friends are frequently viewed as 
a source of opposition to parents' proper role to instill important 
beliefs and values. Teens and their friends may behave in ways that 
are soc iall y unacceptable to their parents, and in fact, they may be 
defiant at times. Yet, as several studies show, adolescents and 
parents still share most fundamental goals, moral principles, and 
standards of self-control. Conflicts usually involve comparatively 
minor issues such as clothing, dating styles, and curfews. By better 
understanding the impact of friendships, we will be able to more 
accurately assess and effectively guide an adolescent's actions through 
these pivotal teenage years. 
Thi s study will use Erik Erikson's theory about human development 
to examine friendship dynamics, specifically with respect to an 
adolescent's identity formation. Successful identity development 
enables adolescents to become productive, self-reliant members of 
society and promotes formation of sound interpersonal relationships. 
In summary, this study will examine the relationship between 
friendship dynamics and identity formation . The goal is to expand our 
understanding of how friendship and identity development might relate 
to academic and behavioral concerns. 
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APPENDIX G 
Respondent Information and Consent Forms 
FRIENDSHIP DYNAMICS: A USU RESEARCH PROJECT 
A friend is a person that wou ld always be around 
whenever you need them and you always could talk to 
them. 
Kim, grade 9 
They have sorr.:::thing in cOlTIOOn. You just like to hang 
out with them. 
Joshua , grade 10 
Real friends are those who, when you have made a fool 
of yourself, don't think you've done a permanent job! 
AnonyfOOus 
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What does a friendshlp mean to you? What's really nnst iJ11)ortant about a friend? What are 
friends good for. anyway? You and one of your friends have been selected to help answer these 
kinds of questions. 
Would you like to p(I.rticipate in this study "bOllt friel1dship? You would be a part of a 
research project sponsored by Utah State University. We will be asking you questions about 
yourself . You will describe your friendship. We want to know your opinions about what makes a 
good friend. About two hours of your time are required to cOf11)lete the in-depth surveys. 
Are you interested? __ Yes __ No 
If yes, choose one of the options below . Sign your name next to the option you are wi II ing give a 
corrrnitment to. 
Complete the surveys: 
(a) at home. __________ _ 
(b) after school on a Wednesday (a school bus is available afterwards. ________ _ 
(c) in the evening on a Tuesday at school (no transportation avai lab Ie) . ________ _ 
Return th i s to your teacher th i s per iod . I will be contact i ng those i nteres ted with ma ter ia Is, 
further instruct ions, and parent i nforrnat i on. 
Questions? Please feel free (you or your parents) to call me: 
Jim Akers: evenings: 753-8508; office: / 53-3595 
Thanks! 
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[NFOR~ED CONSENT FOR~ 
Friendship Dynamics and Identity Fonnation in Adolescence Research Project 
Dear Parents/Guardian: 
You son/daughter. • has indicated an interest 
in participating in a Utah State University research project about friendship dynamics. Your 
son/daughter was identified as a -best friend- of a friendship pair at logan High Schoo l and then 
given the opportunity to volunteer for this study. 
Purpose: This study will examine the relationship between an adolescent's friendship qualit ies, 
family characteristics. aoo process of identity fannation. A related goal is to contribute to the 
understanding of the types and level of influence that friends have on each other. 
Procedures: Participation by your son/daughter will entail their response to three 
survey/questionnaires; and should require approximately 90 minutes to cOfl1)lete (outside of school 
time). 
1. Friendship Qualities Questionnaire. This questionnaire will ask about the individual's 
perceptions of hi s or her friendship. 
2. Famil and Individual Characteristics Surve. Thi s survey will ask for basic 
demgraphic and descriptive infonnation i.e. age. grade. residence. family resrOers. school 
invo lvetlent . experience with drugs). 
3. Identity DeveloJ)IIEnt Questionnaire. This is a special measure of an individual's 
identlty fonmtion. It assesses an adolescent's progress through the process of developing 
a unique identity and mature social skills . 
The three questionnaire/surveys will be admi ni stered after school on the logan High School caq>tJs 
in October . The first and third will be given again in Hay. 
Risks: Participation is not expected to pose any risks . This project has been approved by the 
utati"""State University Research Conmittee. and the logan City School Board of Education. 
Costs: All costs are covered by the researcher's funds. 
Confidentiality: All responses will be kept in strict conf idence. Individual identification 
nunbers will be used; IlaJreS and responses wli l never be disclosed to anyone. 
Assurances: 1 have explained thi s research project as accurately as possible. If at any tiE you 
or your son/daughter wi sh to terminate partiCipation there will be no explicit or i~licit 
pressures to continue. If you have any ques tions pl ease feel welcOlJE: to contact Jim Akers (750-
3539) • 
.lanEs F. Akers. Researcher DateRandall". Jones. Project Director Date 
Consent: I have read about the study of adolescent friendships and identity fonnation as 
described above . 8y s igning thi s consent fonn. I agree to allow ~ son/daughter to participate . 
Parent/Guardian Signature Date 
I. (son/daughter's signature) understand the tiRe and 
effort required to c~lete the ques tionnalre/surveys and I agree to do so . 
Phone nllltler( s) and best timers) to reach you: __________________ _ 
INFORKED CONSENT FooK: Friendship Dynamics Research Project 
Dear Parent/Guard ian: 
Your son/daughter has indicated an interest in continuing to participate in a Utah State 
Univers ity research project about friendsh ip dynami cs. Through Logan High Schoo I, your 
son/daughter was identified as a part of a friendship pair, has already responded to a set of 
surveys, and has now been given the opportunity to volunteer for the next phase of this study. 
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Purpose: This study will examine the relationship between an adolescent's friendship qualities 
and the process of identity formation . A related goal is for greater understanding of the types 
and level of influence that friends have on each other. 
Procedures: Participation by your son/daughter will entail their response to a semi-s tructured 
interview. The interview, in two parts, is an in-depth version of surveys already completed: 
1. Friendship Strengths and Qualities Interview. This interview will ask about the 
individual's perceptions of his or her friendship. 
2. Identity Status Interview. This is a special measure of an individual's identity 
format ion. I t assesses an ado lescent I s progress through the process of developing 
a unique identity and mature social skills. 
A $10.00 cOrTllensation is being offered for participation. 
Risks: Participation is not expected to pose any risks . This project has been approved by the 
Utah State University Research Corrmittee, and the logan City School Board of Education. 
Cos ts: A 11 costs are covered by the researcher I s funds . 
COriTiden i:iality: ~Jl responses w;ll be kept in strict c,)nfid2nce. Individual code numErs w:11 
be used; names or individual responses will never be disc losed. 
Assurances: I have explained this research project as accurat~ly as possible. If at any time you 
or your son/daughter wish to terminate participation there will be no explicit or ilJ1)licit 
pressures to continue. 
James F. Akers, Researcher Date Randall M. Jones, Project Director Date 
Consent: I have read about the study of friendship dynamics as described above. By signing this 
~~n~:~ii~~~~te~ agree to allow my son/daughter , __________ _______ _ 
Parent/Guardian Sig nature Date 
Please check if you would like the interviewer , Jim Akers, to provide transportation 
home from school following the interview. Otherwise, it is assumed the parent/guardian will 
arrange the i r son/daughter's way home. The interview wi 11 require approximately 90 minutes to 
co~lete. 
REMI NDERS! : 
(1) The interview has been set for 2: 40 PM, , 1992. 
(2) Your son/daughter should bring this Consent Form and meet me in the school counse lor 's 
office. 
Any questions? Please contact Jim Akers (753-4193 , evenings). 
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Name Init 10 Code Room Period 
AF1A AF2A AF5A AF3A AF 4A 
PLEASE READ ALL OF THIS FIRST! 
1. First , thank you! Your ideas and op ini ons are highl y valued. 
2. Plan a block of time (about 1 1/ 2 hr s) sometime in the next four 
days. Find a quiet, private place to fill out the surveys. 
3. If you have not turned in a Consent Form complete the one 
encl osed. 
3. Take out the Friendship Survey: 
a. Write your 10 Code number on the survey in the space 
provided . 
b. Read the direct ions on the survey carefully . 
c. Fill out the survey thinking about your friend, listed in 
the enclosed small sheet. 
4. Take out the Identity Status Questionnaire: 
a. Thi s survey i s onl y about 1QQ. 
b. It may seem that many statements are almost the same. That 
is true, but it is still important to respo nd as if each 
item i s new to you. 
c. Write in your 10 Code, read the directions , and begin. 
5. Take out the Family and Individual Characteristics Survey: 
a. Write in your 10 Code, read the directions, and begin. Be 
sure to use an NA or NK when needed (see directions). 
6. Important: Doub I e check. Do ill items in ill the surveys have 
some kind of response ? This is critical!! 
7. Pl ace ill items back in the enve lope, li ck/c lasp sea l it, and 
return the envelope to your English teacher the next day. 
Questions ? Please ca ll me. Jim Akers: 753-8508 (home) 
750-3595 (office) 
Friend's Name:~AF~6~A A~F~7A~ ____ ~~~ __ ,-_______ Grade 
(A problem? See notes below.) 
NQTE! 
I. If the name space above is blank, fill in a friend's name of 
your choice. Also gi ve your friend's grade. 
II . If the name given was named by you but is no longer a 
fri end , respond as you now remember that friendship. 
III. If the person named is an obvious error (blame it on the 
computer !), cross out the given name and replace it with 
a friend of your choice. Alsc give hi s or her grade. 
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APPENDIX H 
Project Appl icat ion and Approval 
5L:Ucmeat o( the PI to the IRS (or Propo~ 
Rescarcla IaYOlvjag Ham211 5ubjecu 
PTo9oAIlltkADOLESCENT FRIENDSH IP P"'~S ' SIMILARITIES, D I FFE~ENT'AL SELECTION, 
AN D ~ECI PROCAL 1 NFLUENCE 
rn.ci .... l.....tipt«'"RANDALL 11 . JONE S 
S~~ JAME S F . AKERS 
~pt.~UMC~£xt.~ 
~pL~UMC~£xt.~ 
A.. HII"'" labj«u ei.Il partidlN'U ttl tilt. ~ .. 4 bot u ... 4 to 40 Ihe followloc: RESPOND TO TH~EE gUEST-
NAIRES (OeSCRIPT,VES IDE NTITY STATUS FRIENDSHIP QUALILTIES) AMo .... INTERylfw 
ON 'DENTITY STATUS FOR 30 OF 290 SUBJEC TS 
•. ne ,.,Icallal boo.a"ltllo boo ",11IC'd r_ tM propoO.cd ruum. lneONTR I BUT IONS TO THE KNOWLEDGE 
BOUT ASSOC I AT' ONS BET_EEN FR' ENOSH I P qUAL. T, TIES I DENT I TY OFyHOpMFNT ANO 
OTENT 'AL MUTUAL I NFLUENCES BETWEEN FR I ENOS 
C. The ruk(.) 10 tIM rlcbtll ... 1i ""Ilrl" oLhll .... IlIbJ...;u 'o.ol<'N II", THERE ARE NO KNOWN RI SI(S 
BEYOND • SSUES OF CONF I OENT I AL I TY 
£.. .... W.-d. C'M$III.I pr.ccd"",, for llo}cdlwW bot u roll_: ([";pbl. proo:t'd.f'tS to bot rols-..i aM .rtadl •• _JOk 
• tIM 1al..-4 _. 1&1,",-"1) VOLUNTEERS WILL TAKE I NFORMATI ON!CONSENT FORMS TO 
PARENT /aUARO I AN FOR PR I OR APPROYAL 
f. n.r~ __ ....,.,u..-.a~.~..wIMg,kI:a: ASSIGNMENT Of 10 COO"S; ONLY 
TWO PRIMARY IIESeAIICHCBS HAVE ACCESS TO H.!,"U · NO IHQ'Y'Q PUA EyER pel USEO 
NO IUMS ON 
ON ANY M THE INSTRUf'1ENTS PRESENT PHYSICAL Oil P$YCHOLOOICAL THRUTS' 
SUBJECTS "",Y tERMINATE PAIITtCIPATION AT ANY' TIME, WITM NO PRESSURES £lUTEO 
~ ~"'''Y':i o1,U." PNd ~ Sill Itaarcber SIpacarI 
·A"'~"""_W./WMriMr .. ~.udlcprlfld"''''''''W, BedI .. ......,.. ......... 
r_ 
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R£SEARCR IIf'f'OR.'lUION: 
LOG"'N CI7'! SC;iCOLS 
R!:SURC1! tV'?!..!C"TIO;-; 
D.z~ E 817/91 
1. Persall doic.C = .. u .• rch_J>i!AM!::!Et1S'-'Ft....-'A~''!E'9.S _____________ _ 
2. ~ilin, . ddru. ]20 EAST sao NORTH n LOGAN UT 84321 
J. Sponsor UTAH STATE UNIVERS ITY F,AJIIILY AND HUMAN OEVELOPMENT DEPARTl100 
4. NUl" ot ruurch FRIENDSHIP DYNAMICS AND IDENTITY FDRHATtOH l'H ADOLESCENCE 
5. Pur-pon (SEE AITACHED SHEET) 
6. D .. ~ut:m.ntJ RESEARCH RELATES TO ALL DEPARTl'IEHTS INOIRECTlY 
7. Curriculua uu. AlL CURRICULUM AREAS RELATE TO STUDY 
8. Gr.d ... to b .. involv.d (4th, 5tb, .tc. ).....::9t~h-'-.~1~Ot::h __________ _ 
'j. ;>:umbH of scud.ucs· i.uo;luded 200 (100 FRiENDSHiP "AIRS) 
10. Totd scbool timl required 10 - 15 MINUTES FOR INITIAL SURVEY 
I!. School personnel 1nvol"ed ClASSROIl'l TEACHERS: TO SLt110lARIZE PURPOSE OF RESEARCH 
AND ADMINiSTER SURVn 
12. General st&tllllent or ou.r -v1ew o f t ltSlar tb. (may attach separat e shut 11 nll4ld) 
(SEE AITACHEO SHEET) 
13. Attach e07 qUI.tioaD&':'rls a: izI.1onaatiou S.U t ca studeut. or parlec. rith tb.i.a 
:an=.. 
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LOGAN CITY SCHOOLS 
R£SEARCHAPPLlCATl ON 
ATIACHMENT SHEET II 
5. Pu r pose Examine the relat ionship bet .... een f r iends hip patterns. identity 
develop-nent. and mutual in fl uence in ddo lescence 
12. General statement or o ... er-vie .... of research 
SEE ATIACHEO SHEETS FOR RATIONALE AND BACKGROUND IHFDRAATIOH. THE STUDY WULD 
IHVOlVE AOHINISTAATIONS OF THE PERCEIVED FRIENDSHI P STRENGTl4, IDEtfTIn DEVELOPMENT 
AND SOCID-OEJr«)GRAPHICS QUESTI ONAIRES TO 200 VOUJUTEE R FRIENDSHIP PAIRS. IN A 
PARALLEl STUDY t 30 OF THE PAI RS Wi ll BE GIVEN IN-DEPTH IDENTITY STATUS 
INTERVIEWS OVER THE SCHOOL YEAR . 
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Sep tember 16. 1991 
Hr. J a-e. F. Akers 
320 East sao North 12 
Lag.n. UT 810321 
De.r J .llles. 
LOGAN CITI SCHOOL DISTRlCT 
101 weST CENTER LOGAN. UTAH 84.321 
PHONE80l ·1SZ·1 81' 
FA)( NUMBER 801·752·9257 
1oIYR"l lYNCH. Oot ....... 
PERSONNEl SERVICES 
We have received you r r e quest to conduct rese.rch 1n Log.n Ci ty Sc hool 
Dhtri c t . As I lIIe ntione d on the phone, our _in concern v •• in helping 
you to secure the sa.pIe si u you desir ed in you r research propo •• l. 
In speaking .g. in .... lth :1.1" . Olsen at Log.n High School, he indic.te. 
tha t t hey .... ill try to wo rk wit h you on th.t. 
We .;are approving the p r oj ect subject to a .odific.tion in salllph size, 
If neCtSury . flull .... o rk directly with Hr. Olse n &[ La g.n IUgh on the 
s pecific de t. llt of the project. \ole . lso h.ve the _teri.l. wh ic h you 
sublll itt e d for our consideruton 1n ou r off ice, .;and they c .n be pic ked 
up.t you r convenhnce. 
Please cont a c t lIIe i f you h.ve further ques ti ons. 
Sincerely, 
';/~~,~~ 
Hyra Lynch 
P.r.onnel Director 
KI.:eo 
cc: Rulon Olun 
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A THESIS PROJECT PROPOSAL 
Similarities Within Adolescent Friendship Pa i rs : 
The Relationship Between 
t he Strength and Qual ities of Friendship and 
u'e Indiv iduals ' Ego Identity Development 
James F. Akers 
Utah State Uni vers i t y 
12/ 05/ 91 
Ap proved : 
Committee Member 
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APPENDIX I 
Modified Friendship Qualities Questionnaire (MFQ) 
Table I-I 
Modified Friendship Qualities Questionnaire (MFQ) I tems, by Subsca le 
Original Item Number Item 
Trust /Inti macy 
2 My friend just seems to accept me as I am, faults and al l 
4 I can be completely open with my friend 
10 My friend is good at being able to sense when I'm upset about 
something 
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16 My friend never tries to put me down , except as friendly kidding 
around 
17 It always seems so easy for us to understand each other 
21 My friend likes to get my point of view on things that they are 
concerned about 
22 I have a great dea l of trust in my friend 
26 My friend needs to respect my privacy more 
27 Sometimes my friend acts like they think I'm stupid 
31 There is a lot of trust between us 
32 I know they will never say anything negative or unfair abou t me 
33 My friend will help but only if they don't have to go out of their 
way 
37 We have a lot of loyalty for each other 
42 My friend is always there when I need some help 
46 Too much of the time my friend acts like they know it a ll 
50 With my friend, I feel like my opinions are respected 
Commonalit ie s 
12 There rea lly isn't al l that much that we both like doing 
44 We like to do the same kinds of things 
Conflict 
7 We spend too much time angry at eac h other 
8 My friend gets too boring sometimes 
23 We just get along really well all the time 
38 There is too much fighting between us 
49 We seldom get mad at each other, no matter what happens 
52 Sometimes my friend comes up with ideas that just don't make any 
sense 
table continues 
Original Item Number Item 
Consensus 
6 My friend can talk to me about anything 
19 It seems like we have few arguments 
29 We think so much alike on so many different things 
Independence 
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18 We are great friends yet there are certain things we stil l don't 
talk about 
28 I don't see my friend all that much 
30 We don't really spend that much time doi ng specif ic things 
together 
40 We like to do things together yet we are also involved in many 
activities outside the friendship 
43 We like to spend most of our time hanging around others 
48 We are surpris ingl y different kinds of people 
Compatibil ity 
9 We almost always have good times together 
24 My friend sticks up for me when there is a conflict or fight with 
someone else 
47 I don't always support my friend in disagreements with others just 
because we are best friends 
51 We both like being around each other as much as we can 
54 During t he sc hool day we seem to spend most our free time around 
each other 
APPE NDIX J 
Factor Analysis of FSQ 
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Table J-1 
Final Statistics for Oblique Rotation 
Factor Eigenvalue Pct of Var Cum Pct 
1 8.6 22.6 22.6 
2 2.4 6.3 28.9 
3 1.5 3.9 32.8 
4 1.3 3.3 36.2 
5 1.0 2.6 38 .8 
6 1.0 2.5 41. 3 
.t! 128 
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Table J-2 
Factor Structure Matrix for Analysis of Friendshig StrengthsLQualities 
Quest ionnaire (FSQ) Items with Oblig ue Rotation 
Factor 
2 3 4 5 6 
Factor Item Trust Comm Confl Consen Indep Compat 
FQ22 .752 .016 .254 -.078 .208 .378 
FQ31 .735 .151 .246 -.169 .125 .162 
FQ4 .684 .007 .317 -.402 .178 .231 
FQ2 .651 .040 .366 -.131 .035 .001 
FQ42 .648 -. 014 .367 -.427 .143 .530 
FQ33 .622 - .155 .344 .169 .125 .273 
FQ16 .612 .056 .306 - .164 .195 .211 
FQ32 .610 -.317 .331 - .137 .075 .339 
FQ50 .578 - . 103 .526 - .128 .284 .356 
FQ17 .572 .232 .432 -.481 .251 .276 
FQ26 .568 - .181 .461 .270 .206 .139 
FQ21 .541 -.093 .404 -.416 .222 .371 
FQ46 .518 - .285 .5 15 .000 .137 .153 
FQI0 .513 - .129 . 146 - .261 .172 .421 
FQ37 .490 -.084 .369 -.177 .384 .313 
FQ27 .335 -.283 .272 -.063 .164 .095 
-------------------------------------------------------------
2 FQ12 .140 .592 .126 -.098 .220 .154 
FQ44 .311 .510 .232 -.249 . 290 .392 
---------------------------------~------------ - - - ----- -- - - - - -
FQ7 .277 - .071 .758 -.082 -.006 .110 
FQ23 .363 .172 .734 -.313 .219 .371 
3 FQ38 .200 -.191 .624 -.095 .182 .058 
FQ8 .281 .192 .495 - .112 .101 .261 
FQ49 .307 .045 .495 - .021 -.081 .071 
FQ52 .154 -.058 .280 .222 .149 .081 
------------------------------------------------ ------ -------
FQ6 .319 -.062 .235 -.652 .233 .356 
4 FQ29 .252 .316 .148 -.544 . 345 .330 
FQ19 .078 .0lD .089 -.274 .074 .020 
---------------------------------------------------------- ---
(table continues) 
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Table J-2 (continued) 
Factor 
2 3 4 5 6 
Factor Item Trust Comm Confl Consen Indep Compat 
FQ40 .047 .097 -.055 -.048 .553 - .047 
FQ30 .182 .355 .056 - . 181 .553 .248 
5 FQ28 .048 .282 - .020 .029 .513 .267 
FQ18 .363 -.165 .192 -.256 .433 .029 
FQ43 .035 - .046 .152 -.141 .335 .032 
FQ48 .028 .315 .015 -.04 7 .318 .125 
--------------------------------------------------------------
FQ24 .350 .083 .271 - .158 .229 .565 
FQ54 .085 .159 - .024 - .170 .052 .559 
6 FQ51 .259 .047 .318 - .408 .256 .500 
FQ47 .066 .034 .081 .025 .015 .423 
FQ9 .240 .189 .277 - .026 .072 .371 
Note. Cnfl ct ; Conflict Comn ; Commonalitie s Lolty ; Help/Loyalty 
Trust; Tru st/intimacy Indep; Independence Compat ; Compatibility . 
.1i ; 128. 
APPENDIX K 
Correlati ons Between FSQ and MFQ 
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Table K-l 
Correlations Between Strength Scales an d Modified Friendship 
Qualities Questionaire (MFQ) 
MFQ Friendship Qualities Subscales 
Trust Comn Confl Consen 
Strength .57 .35 .43 .40 
Note. All two-tailed, sig at Q<.OOI . 
Table K-2 
Indep 
.42 
Compat 
.30 
Correlations Between New Modified Friendship Qualities Questionaire 
(MFQ) and Original Friendship Oualities Subscales 
Ob 1 i que Rot. Original Friendship Qualities Subscales 
Cnflt Comn Lolty Intcmy Rprcty Trust Tme 
Trust .42*** .40*** .80*** .83*** .80*** .90*** .31*** 
Comn .19* .77*** .23** .25** .15 .26** .38*** 
Cnflt .80*** .46*** .48** .39*** .48*** .44*** .15 
Consen .49*** .51*** .33*** .49*** .42*** .47*** .33*** 
Indep .14 .52*** .25** .42*** .15 .26** .82*** 
Comp .24** .51*** .62*** .37*** .26** .37*** . 54*** 
Note . 2-tailed Signif: * Q<.05, ** Q<.OI, *** Q<.OOI 
Cnflct ; Conflict. Comn = Commonalities. Lolty = Help/Loyalty. 
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Trust = Trust/Intimacy (for new subscale). Indep = Independence. 
Compat = Compatibility. Intmcy = Intimacy. Rprcty = Reciprocity. Tme 
= Time. 
!! = 128. 
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APPENDIX L 
Crosstabulation of Friendship Pair Identity Statuses 
Table L-1 
Crosstabulation of Subject versus Friend Statuses of 
Friendship Pairs wit h 0.5 Cutoff Rule 
Subject Friend Status 
Stat us Achie Mora Fore Diff Friend Tot 
Achieved 0 1 1 2 4 
Moratorium 5 7 3 5 20 
Foreclosed 1 3 0 4 8 
Diffused 1 2 1 1 5 
Subject Tot 13 12 37 
Note: ~ = 37 (12 pairs rejected because one or both individual s 
met two or more 0.5 cutoff s). 
X2 (9, ~ = 37) = 4.9 Q<.85. 
Table L-2 
Cross tabulation of Subject versus Friend Statuses of 
Friendship Pairs wi th 1.0 Cutoff Rule 
Subject Friend Status 
Status Achie Mora Fore Diff Friend Tot 
Achieved 1 1 1 1 4 
Moratorium 5 24 3 2 34 
Foreclosed 1 3 0 1 5 
Diffu sed 0 5 0 0 5 
Subject Tot 33 4 4 48 
Note. ~=48 (1 pair was rejected because one or both individuals 
met two or more 1.0 cutoffs). 
X2 (9, ~ = 48) = 8.0 Q<.53 . 
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Table L-3 
Crosstabulation of Subject versus Friend Statuses of 
Non-Friendship Pairs with 0.5 Cutoff Rule 
Subject Friend Status 
Status Achie Mora Fore Diff Friend Tot 
Achieved 1 a 2 2 5 
Moratorium 3 12 2 5 22 
Foreclosed 3 3 a 2 8 
Diffused 1 5 1 1 8 
Subject Tot 8 20 5 10 43 
Note: li = 43 (20 pairs rejected because one or both individuals 
met two or more 0.5 cutoffs). 
X2 (9, li = 43) = 10.7 Q<.29. 
Table L-4 
Crosstabulation of Subject versus Non-friend Statuses of 
Non-fri ends hip Pairs wit h 1.0 Cutoff Ru le 
Subject Friend Status 
Status Achie Mora Fore Diff Friend Tot 
Achieved 0 3 0 1 4 
Moratorium 4 30 4 3 41 
Foreclosed 2 2 0 2 6 
Diffused 0 5 a 1 6 
Subject Tot 6 40 4 57 
Note. li=57 (6 pair was rejected because one or both indiv iduals 
met two or more 1.0 cutoffs). 
X2 (9, li = 57) = 10.6,Q<. 31. 
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APPENDIX M 
Identity Status Interview Results 
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Table M-1 
Similarities: Concurrence across Status Interview Content 
Areas and EOMEIS Status Classification Cutoffs for 
FriendshiQ Pair Interviewees, b~ Gender 
Males: 
Friendship Pair Concurrence 
G 
E 
a F A N 
C L R C D 
C P R I I T E 
U a E F E I R 
P L L E N D V 
A I I S D A I R 
T T G T S T T 0 
I I I y H I I L Cutoff 
0 a 0 L I N E E 
Code Mtch Ide N S N E Int P G S 0.5 1.0 
33 2 F D F M F M F MFD FD 
D D M D D M A F 0 0 
41 3 a M A M D M A F a a 
D D F F M A A F AD A 
52 5 3 A D M F 2 M M A 0 0 
D D M F M D A M o. 0 
54 2 2 A D M M 0 A M M M A A 
A F M A F F D AMD A 
77 3 2 D D F M D A F 0 a 
D D M D D D M D MFD F 
205 3 2 D D F D D A 0 0 
D A M F F M F FD 0 
(table continues) 
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61 4 2 D D F 2 F M MF 0 
F D A D D M F FD FD 
309 2 M D M 0 0 A MD MD 
D D M F F D M F F 0 
Females: 
13 4 2 D 0 F M 2 A M M D 0 0 
M A F M A F M A M 0 
22 3 3 0 0 M M 0 A M M M 0 0 
0 0 M M F 0 F 0 0 
25 0 0 F M 0 A M A M 0 0 
A 0 M F M M A AF 0 
75 2 2 F 0 A 0 F M A F AMF F 
M 0 M F 0 M M A A 
92 3 D 0 F A 2 F F M A 0 0 
M 0 M 0 M M F 0 0 
39 6 3 M 0 F F F F M F M M 
M D M F F 0 F AF F 
421 2 0 0 F F M A M 0 0 
0 M 0 0 A M M A 0 0 
470 2 M 0 A A A A M M A A 
0 0 M F F F 0 M AMFD M 
Note. To cOl'lllare within friendship pairs, co~are vertical pairs of 
vaTiJes for variables of interest . 
Code - I nd i v i dua 1 code nurrtler. 
Mtch ., Nurrber of status matches, across all eight content areas. 
Ide .. Nurrber of status matches, Ideological. 
Int :: Nurrber of status matches. Interpersonal. 
A " Achieved M ., Moratorium 
F - Foreclosed o • Diffused 
Cut: 0.5. 1.0 = EOMEIS Cutoffs met using.2!' 0.5 and 1.0 rules. 
respect ive ly 
!! • 16 (pairs) 
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Table M-2 
Status Pro~ortions across Content Areas of lSI 
or Friendshi~ Pair Interviewees 
Females: Males: 
Code Status Percent Code Status Percent 
Ac Mo For Oi Ac Mo Fo Oi 
33 0 25 63 13 13 13 38 13 38 
13 25 13 50 38 38 25 0 
41 25 38 25 13 22 13 63 0 25 
25 13 38 25 0 25 38 38 
52 25 38 25 13 25 25 38 13 25 
13 38 13 38 25 38 25 13 
54 25 63 0 13 75 25 13 50 13 
25 13 50 13 0 50 25 25 
77 13 13 38 38 92 25 13 38 25 
0 25 0 75 0 50 25 25 
205 13 0 38 50 39 0 25 63 13 
13 25 50 13 0 25 50 13 
61 0 13 63 25 421 13 25 38 25 
13 13 38 38 25 38 0 38 
309 13 25 25 38 470 50 38 0 13 
0 25 38 38 0 25 38 38 
Note. Status proportions were calculated as a percentage of a given status frequency divided by 
eight, the nunber of content areas. To cOflllare within friendship pairs, cOrJllare vertical pairs of 
values for variables of interest. 
Code", Individual code number 
Ac ::: Achieved, Mo .. Moratorium, Fa '" Foreclosed. Oi .. Diffused 
!! = 16 (pairs) 
Table M-3 
Friendship Pair Simi lar it y: Freque ncy of Friendship 
Pair Co ntent Area Matches 
Percent Statuses Matched 
Statuses Matched Tot Sample 
Al l Content Areas (8) 
o 0.0% 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6. 3 
31.3 
37.S 
12.S 
6. 3 
Content Area Domains: 
Ideo logica 1 (4) 
o 6.3% 
31.3 
2 43.8 
3 18.S 
I nterpersona 1 (4) 
!! = 32 
o 2S.0 
37.S 
2 2S .0 
3 12. S 
Male 
0.0% 
0.0 
2S.0 
SO.O 
12 .S 
12.S 
12.S% 
12.S 
62.5 
12 .S 
12 .S 
SO.O 
2S.0 
12.S 
Female 
0.0% 
12.S 
37.S 
2S.0 
12.S 
0.0 
0.0% 
so .o 
2S .0 
2S.0 
37 . S 
2S.0 
2S.0 
12.S 
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Table M-4 
Friendship Pair Similarity; Mean Number of Status Matches in Content 
Domains (Ideological and Interpersonal) 
Male Female 
Domains Mean (SO) Min Max Mean (SO) Min Max 
All ( 8) 3.1 (1. 0) 2 5 2.9 (1. 2) 1 6 
Ideol(4) 1.4 (0.7) 0 3 1.1 (1. 1) 0 3 
Inter(4) 1.8 (0.8) 0 3 1.8 (0.9) 1 3 
li = 16 (pairs) 
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Table M-5 
Percent Si milarity and Percent i le Scores across Statuses 
for FriendshiQ Pair Interviewees, by Gender 
Code Statuses 
Diffused Foreclosed Moratorium Achieved 
PS Ptle PS Ptle PS ptle PS Ptle 
Females: 
13 40 52 79 16 60 43 95 62 
21 21 72 59 
22 62 47 73 46 28 66 27 32 
75 63 19 12 
25 74 14 22 16 100 9 60 44 
11 76 9 74 
75 37 28 19 87 56 76 79 77 
11 16 43 98 
92 20 6 12 6 72 48 54 32 
28 49 66 59 
139 91 37 61 55 35 88 28 23 
41 89 31 81 
421 I 6 38 11 28 17 81 44 
83 28 61 55 
470 69 59 22 16 2 2 84 96 
86 76 85 81 
Males: 
33 48 97 60 91 36 80 14 7 
47 55 29 50 
41 40 28 24 37 84 43 69 62 
71 9 51 91 
52 87 59 88 22 87 26 76 50 
68 25 23 38 
54 24 18 2 1 1 92 84 
75 59 72 91 
77 49 41 24 22 72 51 58 32 
83 93 72 55 
205 79 63 64 49 39 23 17 4 
79 76 57 23 
61 49 47 82 72 79 84 39 15 
95 87 66 38 
309 25 92 46 32 22 91 27 7 
23 69 20 26 
Note. To cO"'4>are within friendship pairs, cO"llare vertica l pair of 
VaTUes for variables of i nterest. 
Code'" Ind ivi dual code nunber 
PS • Percent similc.rity of P-tile scores 
!i ' 16 (pairs) 
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Table M-6 
InterQersonal Percentile Scores across Statuses 
for Fr iendshiQ Pair Interviewees, Females 
Interpersonal Status Percent i le Scores 
Code Di Fo Mo Ac 
13 40 21 46 59 
40 33 84 59 
22 11 53 51 76 
82 70 23 20 
25 9 59 
22 87 17 92 
75 48 90 90 45 
11 12 62 96 
92 27 3 76 37 
54 53 55 37 
139 27 70 70 20 
61 90 41 76 
421 12 23 82 
48 33 62 76 
470 82 41 92 
89 64 76 96 
Note. 
Ac : Achieved 
Mo : Moratorium 
Fo : Foreclosed 
Di : Diffused 
!i : 16 (pa irs) 
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Tab le M-7 
InterQersonal Percentile Scores across Statuses 
for FriendshiQ Pair Interviewees, Males 
Interpersonal Status Percentile Scores 
Code Di Fo Mo Ac 
Males: 
33 96 77 76 10 
33 60 34 59 
41 48 68 76 28 
16 17 86 
52 11 16 23 68 
77 16 17 4 
54 33 3 3 86 
48 57 51 98 
77 68 21 62 20 
61 87 70 76 
205 82 47 23 4 
68 73 76 45 
61 48 70 62 10 
72 53 62 37 
309 72 25 94 20 
33 77 29 50 
Note . 
Ac = Achieved 
Mo = Moratorium 
Fo = Foreclosed 
Di = Diffused 
!! = 16 (pairs) 
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Table M-8 
Ideological Percentile Scores across Statuses 
for FriendshiQ Pair Interviewees, Females 
Ideological Status Percentile Scores 
Code Di Fo Mo Ac 
13 63 18 46 64 
20 11 51 60 
22 83 39 75 9 
63 56 18 9 
25 38 30 46 29 
7 56 10 53 
75 25 80 51 91 
20 25 23 97 
92 18 18 41 
20 43 70 76 
139 56 37 92 34 
31 83 23 76 
421 14 18 14 15 
92 21 58 34 
470 31 4 10 94 
70 83 82 53 
Note . 
Ac = Achieved 
Mo = Moratorium 
Fo = Foreclosed 
Di = Diffused 
!i = 16 (pair s) 
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Table M-9 
Ideological Percentile Scores across Statuses 
for FriendshiQ Pair Inter viewees , Males 
Ideological Status Percent i 1 e Scores 
Code Di Fa Mo Ac 
33 90 97 70 15 
63 48 29 41 
41 25 14 14 85 
99 11 86 80 
52 92 30 38 34 
56 33 38 85 
54 14 4 2 70 
86 66 79 60 
77 25 25 38 53 
86 94 66 34 
205 38 48 29 9 
81 73 38 15 
61 49 69 86 29 
97 99 66 47 
309 92 43 86 4 
31 56 18 15 
Note. 
Ac = Achieved 
Mo Moratorium 
Fa = Foreclosed 
Di = Diffused 
!:i = 16 (pairs) 
